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TOWN OF TEWKSBURY
LIST OF TOWN OFFICERS
1921
Selectmen
IRVING F. FRENCH, Chairman
JEREMIAH K. CHANDLER
WILLIAM H. KELLEY
Overseers of Poor
WILLIAM H. KELLEY, Chairman
JEREMIAH K. CHANDLER IRVING F. FRENCH
Board of Health
JEREMIAH K. CHANDLER, Chairman
IRVING F. FRENCH WILLIAM H. KELLEY
Assessors
BUZZEL KING, Chairman
ALBERT C. BLAISDELL ALBION L. FELKER
Town Clerk
PETER AY. CAMERON
Town Treasurer
EUGENE N. PATTERSON
Collector of Taxes
HAROLD J. PATTEN
Town Auditor
JAMES W. MILLER
School Committee
MAY L. LARRABEE, Chairman
HECTOR JACKSON
ARTHUR A. FOSTER, Secretary
Superintendent of Schools
CHARLES L. RANDALL
Trustees of Public Library
ALBERT C. BLAISDELL, Chairman
EDGAR SMITH, Secretary
EDITH L NORRIS GEORGE E. MARSHALL
HARRIETTS G. LEE KATE FOLSOM
Librarian
ABBIE M. BLAISDELX
Road Commissioners
HOMER L. DARBY, Chairman
JOHN T. GALE GEORGE STEVENS
Tree Warden
HARRIS M. BRIGGS
Registrars of Voters
GEORGE A. MARSHALL, Chairman
ADOLPH B. MOORE DENNIS J. O’CONNELL, 2nd
PETER W. CAMERON
Constables
HECTOR JACKSON ANTHONY G. KELLEY
Inspector of Animals
HUGH CAMERON
Weighers
WILLIAM H. KELLEY JOHN L. FLEMING
EUGENE N. PATTERSON
Surveyor of Lumber
WILLIAM T. LEWIS
Mealurer of Wood
WILLIAM T. LEWIS
Sealer of Weights and Measures
WILLIAM H. ALEXANDER
Field Drivers
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
Fence Viewers
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
Fish and Game Warden
WILLIAM E. BRIGGS
Police Officers
ANTHONY G. KELLEY, Chief
WILLIAM H. ALEXANDER HECTOR JACKSON
WILLIAM I. BAILEY HARRY C. DAWSON
PATRICK J. O’NEIL EDWARD J. WALSH
Agent of Board of Health
HERBERT M. LARRABEE, M. D.
Undertaker and Agent for Burial of Indigent
Soldiers
H. LOUIS FARMER, (Registered Embalmer)
Fire Wardens
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
Inspector of Meats and Provisions
HUGH CAMERON
Local Agent for the Suppression of the Brown Tail
and Gypsy Moth
HARRIS M. BRIGGS
Park Commissioners
PETER W. CAMERON EUGENE N. PATTERSON
HARRIS M. BRIGGS
Chief of Fire Department
ALDEN S. HAINES
Appraisers
JACOB L. BURTT GEORGE E. MARSHALL
ALBION L. FELKER
Undertaker
H. LOUIS FARMER
Sexton
GEORGE H. BROWN
Janitor of Town Hall
EUGENE N. PATTERSON
REPORT OF TOWN CLERK
Births Recorded in the Town of Tewksbury
for the Year 1921
Date of
No. Birth
1 Jan. 2
2 Jan. 10
3 Jan. 30
4 Feb. 11
5 Feb. 22
6 Feb. 26
7 Mar. 1
8 Mar. 13
9 Mar. 15
10 Mar. 17
11 Mar. 21
12 Apr. 19
13 Apr. 29
14 Apr. 29
15 May 2
17 May 28
17 June 12
18
19 June 25
20 July 7
21 July 9
22 J uly 28
23 Aug. 3
24 Aug. 10
25 Aug. 20
26 Aug. 29
27 Aug. 31
28 Sept. 7
29 Sept. 17
30 Sept. 27
31 Oct. 1
32 Oct. 9
33 Oct. 9
34 Oct. 14
35 Oct 25
36 Nov. 2
Name of Child Name of Parents
Wilmer Speke Garlick Fred and Florence
Alma Louise Colby William H. and Mary
Henry Carleton Gerrish Donald C. and Florence
Frances Marian French. . . . Austin F. and Marian R.
Cummings Murney and Mildred
Marie Blanche Rita Cote Louis J. and Delia
Irene Elizabeth Roper Mark and Mary I.
James Francis Whittet. . . .Francis S. and Elizabeth J.
Robert Wilfred Brabant Ferdinand and Jennie
Rosella Lapomi Salvadore and Cologera
Harry Waldo Blair Harry W. and Mary L.
Eileen Margaret Flynn Thomas F. and Mary C.
Marion Louise Sleeper Frank W. and Louise
Doris Catherine Kinniard Ernest and Mary M.
Eugenie Mildred Farwell Wallace and Mildred
Arliene Ellen Olson Elmer and Ida M.
Virginia Isabell Pickard Harlan V. and Endora
Rita Elizabeth Sullivan. .Thomas F. and Catherine C.
Thornton Cushman Gay.
. . .Robert E. and Beatrice E.
George Fairburn Jordan. .. .Joseph W. and Florence
Herbert Lester Patterson . . Harry W. and Mildred N.
Louise Teresa Marion Louis and Alphpnsine
Robert Riley McCoy James E. and Helen F.
Robert Emile Boisvert Arthur and Blanche A.
Shemeklis.
. . . Charles and Naeva
Honor Gertrude Kelley. .. .William H. and Susan V.
Donald James Batchelder Shirley and Irene H.
Caroline Fantini Francisco and Tumela
Dervinis Alphonse and Lena
Biruta Pupkis Joseph and Delia
Dorothy Eleanore Fitzgerald .. Randolph and Dorothy
Phyllis Marion Trull John C. and Rena M.
Louis Henry Amiot Louis and Bella
Jula DePama Joseph and Gaetana
Edwin Warren Osterman Edwin W. and Hazel
( 7 )
No.
Date of
Birth Name of Child Name of Parents
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
Nov. 5 Daniel Francis MacKillop Daniel and Florence
Nov. 10 Rouff Edward M. and Zella
Nov. 22 Franklin Alberto Garland . Frederick W. and Gertrude
Nov. 29 Robert Daly Bernard J. and Marv O.
Dec. 2 George Leroy Carter Lionel and Alice
Dec. 14 George Driscoll Manley Thomas J. and Ella S.
Dec. 25 Joseph Albert Wilfred GosSelin Albert and Aline
Dec. 28 Pestana Manuel and Hilda
Dec. 30 Elizabeth Shanley John F. and Elizabeth
Attest
:
PETER W. CAMERON,
Town Clerk.
(8)
No.
.1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
Marriages Recorded in the Town of Tewksbury
for the Year 1921
Date of
Marriage Name Residence
Jan. 14
Feb. 3
Feb. 19
Mar. 5
Apr. 16
May 2
May 9
May 21
June 17
June 22
June 25
July 21
July 27
July 31
Aug. 4
Aug. 8
Oct. 29
Oct. 29
Nov. 3
Joseph A. Yivier
Carrie E. Whitman
Albert E. Burbank
Josephine Lizotte
William C. Cobb
Amy C. Clark
William B. Liddy
Gertrude Elizabeth Johnston,
John Peters Stevens, Jr
Edith Stevens
Ralph N. W. Nixon
Madeline G. Parsons
Clarence Daniel Fowler
Sylvia B. Shaw
Eiie Cote
Virgine Morn
Henry Pringle
Alida Bulmer
Robert Amron MeDogoll ....
Ellt Marjorie Scribner
Ames Stevens
Phyllis Brooks
Walter D. Gibbons
Muriel A. Edgecomb
Francis Paul Johnson
Helen Marie Gammon
Frank Gilman Clogston
Lena Hudson
Leon Albert Downing
Viola Mvrtelle Parker
Walter Dewey Coombes
Gladys Irene Miller
Ralph David Simpson
Marion Estella Williams....
Thomas Alonzo Brewer
Sarah Helen Hayes
John Pillsbury Carter
Margaret Florence Doucettee
( 9 )
.Tewksbury, Mass
....Malden, Mass
.Tewksbury, Mass
.Tewksbury, Mass.
.Tewksbury, Mass.
. Tewksburv, Mass.
Lowell, Mass.
.Tewksbury, Mass
. . .Plainfield, N. J.
Tewksbury, Mass.
.Cambridge, Mass.
.Tewksbury, Mass.
.Tewksbury, Mass.
.Tewksbury, Mass.
Tewksburv, Mass.
. Tewksbury, Mass.
, Tewksbury, Mass.
....Lowell, Mass.
. Tewksbury, Mass.
.Tewksbury, Mass.
.Tewksbury, Mass.
...Andover, Mass.
Tewksburv, Mass.
.Tewksburv, Mass.
.Tewksburv, Mass.
.Tewksbury, Mass.
.Tewksbury, Mass.
.Tewksbury, Mass.
Ayer, Mass.
. . .Harvard, Mass.
. Tewksburv, Mass.
. Tewksburv, Mass.
. Tewksburv, Mass.
..Lawrence, Mass.
.Tewksbury, Mass.
. Tewksbury, Mass.
.Tewksbury, Mass.
Wilmington, Mass.
Date of
No. Marriage Name Residence
20 Nov. 23 William H. Rice Tewksbury, Mass.
Barrilla E. Green Tewksbury, Mass.
21 Dec. 24 Walter P. A. Kierce Lowell, Mass.
Mary W. Flanney Lowell, Mass.
22 Dec. 24 George Prichard Maclaren. . . .No. Wilmington, Mass.
Myrtle Viola Flint Tewksbury, Mass.
Attest
:
PETER W. CAMERON,
Town Clerk.
(10 )
Deaths Reported in the Town of Tewksbury
for the Year 1921
Date of
No. Death Name Yrs. Mths. Dys.
1 Jan. 21 Leon Johnson 20
2 Jan. 31 William L. McCoy 26 2 21
3 Feb. 12 Delima Lefebvre 53 10 8
4 Feb. 20 N. Christian Andersen 47 1 3
5 Mar. 1 Murney Edgar Cummings — — 7
6 Mar. 21 Ruth Grace Toothaker 12 9 27
rr
i Mar. 21 Minerva R. Austin 79 11 12
8 Mar. 29 William Henry Sunbury 80 7 23
9 Apr. 3 Mary J. Wilson 84 5 26
10 Apr. 7 Esther G. Kelleher 21 11 29
11 Apr. 8 Mary E. Rufle 53 4 27
12 May 22 Richard Doran 31 — 18
13 May 24 Anna Sacco 8 7 —
14 May 24 Walter Penney .*.
. . 10 5 9
15 May 24 Carlo M. Sacco 13 5 10
16 May 24 Marshall Louis Smith 9 10 14
17 June 11 Hannah Buchanan 85 6 19
IS
19
June 16 Ralph Elias Higgins 37 7 28
20 July 1 Mary A. McAdams 73 10 —
21 July 5 Ellen Barrett 62 1 21
22 July 14 Nellie DeLong 50 — —
23 July 18 John Starbird 65 10 5
24 July 20 Emma Frances Tenney 40 1 20
25 July 24 Hartley Doughty 58 10 27
26 July 26 Bridget Cunningham 52 — : —
27 July 28 Sarah Skelsky 68 — —
28 July 28 Alexander McKay Gulliland. . .
.
84 4 28
29 July 30 Christopher Covniello 58 4 22
30 Aug. 11 John F. Clancy 49 — —
31 Aug. 15 Harry C. King 36 6 28
32 Aug. 26 Patrick H. Sullivan 64 — —
33 Aug. 29 Helen Gis 54 — —
34 Sept. 7 Agnes Levine 21 8 28
35 Sept. 11 Mary Hennessy 69 — —
36 Sept. 14 Brother John O’Neil 75 — —
37 Sept. 20 Apphia Jane Davis 24 3 7
38 Oct. 1 Annabella McRae 75 9 8
(ID
Date of
No. Death Name Yrs. Mths. Dys.
39 Oct. 7 Charles Walker 59 6 17
40 Oct. 23 James W. McCoy 39 1 25
41 Nov. 4 Harold Greeno 16 10 24
42 Nov. 13 Olleion Suslowicz — — 27
43 Nov. 16 Frank Howard Farmer 64 1 3
44 Nov. 21 Anna Rose Wiley 1 1 —
45 Dec. 8 Charles R. Westcott 47 5 25
Attest
:
PETER W. CAMERON,
Town Clerk.
(12)
RECAPITULATION
Births Registered 1921 45
Male 25
Female 20
Marriages registered 1921 22
Deaths registered 1921 45
Male 25
Female 20
Received and paid over to the County Treasurer four hundred
sixty-nine dollars and eighty cents ($469.80) for dog licenses.
The Town Clerk hereby gives notice that he is prepared to fur-
nish parents, householders, physicians and midwives, applying there-
for, with blanks for the return of births as required by law.
Attest
:
PETER W. CAMERON,
Town Clerkr
( 13 )
ASSESSORS’ REPORT
The Assessors of the Town of Tewksbury submit the following
report
:
Value of land exclusive of buildings, April 1, 1921 $852,295.00
Value of buildings exclusive of land, April 1, 1921. . . .$1,396,825.00
Value of personal property April 1, 1921 683,289.00
Total valuation, April 1, 1921 $2,932,409.00
Total valuation for 1920 2,890,371.00
Net gain in valuation $ 42,038.00
Tax rate for 1921, $35.00 on $1,000.00
Poll tax for 1921, $5.00
Tax levy for 1921:
State Tax $ 7,560.00
State Highway Tax 1,237.20
Special State Tax 356.40
Eastern Mass. St. R. R. Tax 183.96
$ 9,337.57
County Tax 4,030.59
County Hospital Tax 289.02
$ 4,319.61
Town Appropriations
For Schools $ 29,578.86
School Nurse 720.00
$ 30,298.86
Highways $ 8.500.00
North St., repairs 500.00
Pike St., repairs 500.00
$ 9,500.00
Incidentals $ 4,000.00
Street Lighting $ 6,500.00
Electric Lights from Lowell line to Fos-
ter’s Corner 11,300.00
Electric Lights on Lake, South and Sa-
lem Road 5,000.00
Electric Lights on North Street 3,800.00
Electric Lights on Pike Street 780.00
Electric Lights on Rogers Street from
Whipple Road 610.00
Electric Lights on Rogers Street to
Walsh residence 610.00
(14)
28,600.00
Public Library 750 00
Police 800.00
Board of Health 700.00
Salaries 1,750.00
Assessors Department, Salaries, Print-
ing, and Supplies 1,500.00
Overseers of Poor 4,700.00
Fire Department 1,600.00
Stationery and Printing 700 00
Town Hall Annual Maintenance 3,500.00
Town Hall Building Loan, 2d payment.. 5,000.00
Interest on Town Hall Building Loan.. 1,947.50
Site Loan, Town Hall, 3d payment 2,000.00
Interest on Site Town Hall Loan 190.00
Town Scales 1,000.00
World War Memorial 1,000.00
Demonstration of Agriculture 150.00
Reimbursement of Town Treasury 666.76
Memorial Day 175.00
Tree Warden 200.00
Park Department 100 00
Moth Department 1.156.15
Total $114,641.44
Overlayings 1,192.88
$115,834.32
Amount required to pay State, County and
town Appropriations • $115,834.32
Estimated Available Revenue $ 12,000.00
Tax on 600 Polls at $2.00 1,200.00
Levied on Real and Personal Property.... $102,634.32
$115,834.32
Special State Bonus Tax at $3.00 on 600 Polls $ 1,800.00
Number of Acres of Land 12,002 5-8
Houses 810
Horses 197. -
Cows 651
Sheep 14
Neat Cattle 75
Swine 117
Fowls 5.035
Tax Payers 2,195
Schedule of Town Property
School Buildings and Land $ 50,000.00
Personal Property, School Department 4.000.00
Temporary Town Hall and Land 1,000.00
f
Public Library 10.000.00
Receiving Tomb 500.00
(15)
Town Lot, Centre Cemetery 50.00
Town Barn, Shed and Land, Highway Department 1,500.00
Barge and Sleigh 250 00
Gravel Land, ‘ ‘ Waters” 50.00
Gravel Land, “Cole” 500.00
Public Parks 3,000.00
Cemeteries 1.000.00
Scales 2,500.00
Personal Property, Moth Department 1,846.50
Personal Property, Highway Department 2,746.10
Lamp Posts and fixtures, Street Department 1,000.00
Personal Property, Fire Department and Forest Fire
Apparatus 3,000.00
Pringle Lot 50.00
Land and Building, Fire Department 1,200.00
Town Hall Site 8,000 00
Town Hall 80,000.00
Electric Light Plant and Building 5,000 00
Town Furnishings 2,000.00
Total $179,192.60
Exempted Property
First Congregational Church Land $ 300.00
First Baptist Church and Land 11,800.00
St. Peter and St Paul Society, Land 250.00
South Tewksbury M. E. Mission Building and Land.... 750.00
Oblate Fathers, O. M. I., Buildings and Land 33,800.00
Tewksbury Cemetery Corporation, Land 10,000.00
Silver Lake Catholic Literary Association, Building and
Land 2,200.00
Total $ 59,300.00
Respectfully submitted,
BUZZELL KING,
ALBERT C. BLAISDELL,
ALBION L. FELKER,
Board of Assessors.
( 16 )
AUDITOR’S REPORT
HIGHWAYS
Receipts
Balance Jan. 1st, 1921 $ 1,161.10
Appropriation 8,500.00
Special appropriation for Pike St 500.00
Special appropriation for North St 500.00
Boston & Northern St. Ry. balance 1918 Ex-
cise Tax 217.21
Com. of Mass. St. Ry. Tax, 1921 61.54
John T. Gale, use of team 34.64
Smith Bros., use of team 40.50
F. H. Farmer, old collars 15.00
A. S. Briggs, gravel 10.00
James Matthews, manure 15.00
Stephen McHugh, manure 5.00
Louis Small, manure 30.00
Robert Staveley, gravel 2.50
Fred Briggs, stone 5.00
Roland Robinson, use of telephone 6.30
Robert Carsons, dump cart 75.00
John Johnson, sled 25.00
$ 11,203.79
EXPENDITURES
Labor and Teams
Roland Robinson $ 1,460.30
James Adams 986.00 ; :
Doward Monty 1,144.00
John Rouf 616.00
Harry Grant 242.00
George Robinson 374.00
Frank Smith 154.00
Geo. Allen 6.00
Jessie Trull 25.00
$ 5,007.30
Hay and Grain
Thorndike Coal & Grain Co $ 666.24
Fred Scarlett 197.35
(17 )
863.59
Shoeing and Repairing
P. J. Roux $ 435.25
$ 435.25
Breaking Roads
F. H. Farmer $ 20.00
F. A. Haines 9.00
$ 29.00
Tools and Supplies
Roland Robinson, paid for supplies $ 2.42
New England Tel. Co., 'telephone 39.30
Lowell Gas Co., gas 19.19
A. B. Moore, supplies 17.99
Donovan Harness Co., supplies 65.25
Bartlett & Dow, supplies 28.61
New England Road Machine Co., supplies.. 49.50
New England Metal Culvert Co., supplies. . . . 58.21
Dr. W. A. Sherman, services 7.00
Talbot Dyewood Co., supplies 1.40
John Brady, cinders 500.00
U. S. Bunting Co., reports 4.25
Albert Trull, gravel 2.40
John Delano, gravel 37.10
F. H. Farmer, sand 2.00
Ervin E. Smith Co., supplies 9.20
$ 843.82
Total receipts $ 11,203.79
Total expenditures 7,178.96
Unexpended $ 4,024.83
SCHOOLS
Receipts
Balance Jan. 1st, 1921 $ 400.73
Appropriation 29,578.86
Special appropriation for Nurse 720.00
Reimbursements from the State
—
Tuition of State Children 53.25
Supervision 580.00
High School tuition 1,980.16
High School transportation 934.28
Vocational School 216.25
Income Tax, school purposes 2,157.12
U. S. Government, Interest on Bonds 38.25
D. Goit, for tuition 16.50
Mrs. Larrabee, sale of material 130.12
Mrs. Larrabee, rent of hall 58.00
A. E. Foster, miscellaneous collections 2.90
(18)
36,866.42
Teachers
E. Marion McLennon $ 798.00
Mary C. Rogers... 640.00
Hazel Hodgeman 988.00
Beatrice Svmonds 570.00
Lucy Desmond 418.00
Elizabeth Flynn 930.00
Bessie Sullivan 893.00
Netltie L. Eagles 1,187.50
Lillian Sutherland 963.00
Olive Jones 39.00
Merriam Wiggin 980.00
Ethel Hadley 510.00
Ruth Tingley 304.00
Eva L. Hersey 980.00
Lillian Allard 760.00
Bertha MeElroy 230.00
Laura Byron 120.00
Helena McGowan 513.00
Lucia Waite 225.00
Frank W. Hatch 181.92
George Robeson 90.00
Edith Merchant 313.00
Isabel Gregory 305.50
Lena Coburn 236.00
Lillian Moran 40.00
Anna Kolanck 16.00
Mabel McKay 8.00
Beulah Paine 36.00
$ 13,274.92
Fuel and Janitors
George Garland, janitor $ 1,381.00
T. E. Painter, janitor 260.00
Dawson Purdy, janitor 165.00
Irvin Bailey, janitor 420.00 ^
Mrs. M. Anderson, janitor 315.00
George H. Brown, janitor 3.00
Lowell Gas Co., gas 73.03
Lowell Electric Light Corp., electricity 23.53
Horne Coal Co., coal 297.75
D. T. Sullivan, coal 1,287.25
E. W. Foster, wood 26.00
John F. French, wood 28.00
$ 4,279.56
Supervision
C. L. Randall $ 990 00
( 19 )
TRANSPORTATION
Reimbursements for Car Tickets
Frank W. Livingston $ 32.75
Mrs. E. P. McLaren 67.60
Mrs. Louis Marion 66.00
Henry Wright 130.10
Mrs. E. A. McCoy 29.80
Philip M. Battles 33.90
L. H. Amiot 16.70
Mrs. John Anderson 34.15
Martin Anderson 16.70
P. W. Cameron 33.40
Mrs. Nellie S. Fleming 17.00
Mrs. James Clancy 18.60
Elias G. Eliades 16.50
George Eno 26.00
Martin Flaherty 34.20
B. J. S. Greene 43.65
Wm. E. Holt 101.10
John Johnson 17.00
Robert Johnson 16.90
Mrs. H. L. Trull 16.90
H. B. Treadwell 9.40
Edward R. Peuny 16.90
Henry Scarlett 33.20
T. F! Sullivan 24.40
Patrick Sullivan 6.80
Mrs. Irene Fowler 47.60
Mrs. Peter McDonald 45.40
Edward Tenny 16.90
F. A. Haines! 17.20
Mrs. S. A. Toothaker 57.75
Ellsworth Sunbury 15.80
Walter N. Smith 34.20
Walter Pillsbury 32.60
Mrs. D. J. O’Connell 58.40
Geo. Newhouse 64.00
Daniel McKillop 16.40
Stephen McHugh 32.60
Harry P. Nash 43.80
F. H. Farmer, driving barge 850.00
F. H. Farmer Estate, driving barge 150.00
Thomas Sawyer, driving barge 390.00
Henry Scarlett, driving barge 115.00
Joseph Pupkis, driving barge 120.00
Town of Billerica 156.00
Mass. Eastern St. Ry., tickets 1,800.00
A. F. Foster, storing barge 8.00
P. J. Roux, repairs on barge 67.45
$ 4,998.75
( 20 )
Books and Supplies
A. B. Moore $ 5.75
Edward E. Babb & Co 240.11
Shaw & Weeks 4.1b
Bon Marche Co . 1.08
Houghton, Mifflin Co 14.39
World Book Co 8.06
Fitchburg Hardware Co 5.59
Amasa Pratt Co 30.65
Ervin E. Smith Co 142.39
D. C. Heath Co 76.14
M. Steinert & Sons. . . . ! 1.95
J. L. Hammett Co 784.49 •
C. E. Merrill Co 5.74
Chalifoux Co 4.04
Wright & Potter Printing Co 6.07
May L. Larrabee 5.21
F. M. Ambros & Co 16.44
Milton Bradley Co 5.25
Ginn & Co 93.90
A. G. Pollard Co 209.76
Butterfield Printing Co 41.40
American Book Co 40.99
Ryan & Buker 12.18
Silver Burdett Co 9.75
Procitor Page Co 2.88
Oliver Ditson Co 5.81
H. I. Dallman Co 39.73
$ 1,813.91
Tuition
City ot‘ Lowell, High School $ 3,800.31
Vocational School 1,314.28
Town of Billerica 260.00
$ 5,374.59
Massachusetts Retirement Fund
Mass. Retirement Board $ 480.00
Medical Inspection
Dr. H. M. Larrabee 100.00
School Nurse
Margaret Michaud $ 432.00
Houses
A. B. Moore, supplies $ 13.68
F. H. Fanner, use of teams 62.00
Ervin E. Smith Co., supplies 39.40
Robertson Co., furniture 325.23
Miller & Sons, lettering sign 16.50
(21)
Singer Sewing Machine Co., machine 37.44
Martin Anderson, repairs 1.25
Aaron Osterman, water 12.00
W. A. Mack Co., repairs 17.75
Cyclone Brush Co., brushes 12.57
Geo. Norris, repairs 14.25
Lewis Gibbons, repairs 40.00
Walter Lavell, repairs 30.75
Scannell Boiler Works, repairs 294.01
Eliza H. Miller, water 10.00
Burnham & Davis Lumber Co., lumber 23.32
E. A. Wilson Co., supplies \ 35.89
Bennett Bros., repairs 49.29
E. Stanton, labor 48.00
W. I. Bailey, labor 10.00
Shingle Roof Preserving Co., repairs 579.00
A. S. Briggs, repairs 497.75
C. F. Hoisington, repairs 9.70
J. M. Clancy, repairs 80.28
Miller <fc Son, signs 22.00
J. R. Smith, repairs 366.14
F. I. Carter, lumber 2.90
A. N. Fox, slate 9.60
Mary E. Lynch, rent of land 10.00
Peter Boungli, oil 1.00
J. M. Crosby, labor 3.50
Robinson & Foster, repairs 29.33
Miscellaneous
J. L. Fleming, insurance $ 387.00
F. H. Garlick, trucking 29.75
C. L. Randall, expenses 56.23
May L. Larrabee, telephone 25.00
N. E. Huntley, diplomas 6.00
E. M. Bailey, teaming and express 4.61
Blanche King, taking census 50.00
American Express Co., charges .72
Boston & Maine Ry. freight charges 4.11
Total receipts . .
.
Total expenditures
Unexpended
STATIONERY AND PRINTING
Balance Jan. 1st, 1921 $ 111.45
Appropriation 700.00
(22)
2,704.53
563.42
36,866.42
35,011.68
1.854.74
811.45
Expenditures
A. J. Fairgrieve, stationery and stamps $ 52.94
H. C. Kittredge, stationery and books 28.90
Wm. Speke Co., stationery 34.25
Courier-Citizen Co., advertising 21.96
E. W. Bailey, stamps 2.00
C. I. Hood Co., reports and warrants 311.50
Long’s Book Bindery, binding 5.00
P. B. Murray, blanks 3.20
Hobbs & Warren, blanks 16.28
Dumas & Co., books 12.75
$ 488.78
Unexpended $ 322.67
STREET LIGHTING
Balance Jan. 1st, 1920 $ 515.09
Appropriation 6,500.00
$ 7,015.09
Expenditures
Lowell Gas Light Co $ 886.50
Lowell Electric Light Corp 2,738.09
Welshback St. Lighting C 1,205.98
$ 4,830.5 (
Unexpended $ 2,184.52
OUTSIDE POOR
Balance Jan. 1st, 1921 $ 390.90
Appropriation 3,500.00
Com. of Mass., reimbursements 2,175.42
City of Lowell, reimbursements 356.67
Other reimbursements 12.00
*
Paid out for aid to the poor
6,434.99
4,910.79
Unexpended $ 1,524.20
STATE AID
Paid out for State aid $ 90.00
To be reimbursed by State
PUBLIC LIBRARY
Balance Jan. 1st, 1921 $ 7.78
Appropriation 750.00
County Treasurer, dog tax 359.54
Abbie M. Blaisdell, cards and fines 20.75
(23 )
$ 1,138.07
Expenditures
Abbie M. Blaisdell, librarian $ 150.00
Ab'bie M. Blaisdell, expenses 2.50
Ruth Cameron, assistant librarian 75.00
AYra. Smith, assistant librarian.. 75.00
De Wolfe & Fisk Co., books 566.83
American Railway Express Co., charges. ... .55
Kate Folsom, expenses 30.00
Library Bureau, cards 11.00
G. C. Prince & Son, card file 11.65
Harriet G. Morse, magazines 47.20
Mildred E. Blaisdell, dictionary 11.50
Wm. H. Lee, teaming books 42.00
Gaylard Bros., supplies 2.10
Wm. Speke & Co., labels 2.00
Harriet G. Cooper, story hours 9.00
.
Harriet G. Lee, paid for key .35
•Edgar Smith, teaming books 3.00
E. M. Bailey, teaming books 42.00
Sullivan Bros., supplies 12.00
•- $ 1,093.68
Unexpended $
BOARD OF HEALTH
Balance Jan. 1st, 1921 $ 235.18
Appropriation 700.00
Com. of Mass., reimbursement 43.57
$
Expenditures
Dr, H. M. Larrabee, agent $ 118.50
City of Lawrence, use of hospital 43.50
$
44.39
978.75
162.00
Unexpended $ 816.75
PARKS AND COMMONS
Balance Jan. 1st, 1921 $ 51.30
Appropriation 100.00
Expenditures
John Gale, care of flag, 1920-21 $ 25.00
George K. James, care of common 75.00
F. H. Farmer, manure 10.00
Frank Smith, use of team 12.75
E. N. Patterson, paid for repairs on pole. . . . 10.00
Bartlett & Dow, rope and grass seed 3.91
Abner Goodwdn, cutting grass 2.00
$ 138.66
Unexpended $ 12.64
(24)
POLICE
Balance Jan. 1st, 1921 $ 327.29
Appropriation 800.00
City of Lowell, court fines 102.30
P. W. Cameron, license fees 68.00
County Treasurer, killing of dogs 3.00
* $ 1,300.59
Expenditures
F. H. Fanner, services ; $ 173.00
Anthony G. Kelley, services 475.75
Hector Jackson, services 150.45
E. J. Walsh, services 35.01
P. J. O’Neil, services 152.25
W. I. Bailey, services 8.00
New England Tel. Co., telephone 12.04
M. J. McCan, use of auto 15.00
H. Lewis Fanner, use of auto 39.50
Dr. Sherman Perry, use of auto 3.00
Harry Patterson, use of auto 12.50
Wm. G. Morse, use of auto 12.00
City of Lowell, use of jail 6.50
$ 1,095.00
Unexpended $ 205.59
MOTH ACCOUNT JAN. 1st, to DEC. 1st, 1921
Balance Jan. 1st, 1921*. $ 812.30
E. N. Patterson, sale of land 26.20
Com. of Mass., reimbursements
—
Account State highway work 116.70
Account street work 1,291.99
D. A. Mace 10.28
B. Spaulding 12.00
$ 2,269.47
Expenditures
H. M. Briggs, labor $ 942.37
Wm. E. Briggs, labor 822.50
C. E. Sweatt, labor 299.00
Wm. Rouf, labor 173.70
Wm. S. Jones, labor 1 141.33
Clarence Fowler, labor 2.64
John D. Purdy, labor 140.46
F. H. Farmer, use of teams 318.40
American Railway Express Co., charges. . . . 1.58
Boston & Maine Ry 2.99
Boston Auto Supply Co., supplies 1.84
Brackett, Shaw & Lunt Co., supplies 5.00
Wm. Speke & Co., stationery 5.00
I). J. Williams, use of team 7.00
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A. S. Haines, gas and oil 34.02
H. L. Farmer, gas and oil 15.02
Fairgrieve & Co., gas and oil 1.65
John Rouf, use of team 56.29
P. J. Roux, repairs on sprayer 46.00
Alfred Markus, supplies 11.40
Middlesex Machine Co., supplies 3.81
Total expenditures $ 3,032.00
Less amount charged to private work 762.53
$ 2,269.47
MOTH ACCOUNT DEC. 1st, 1921, to JAN. 1st, 1922
Town's liability $ 1,172.96
H. M. Briggs, labor $ 121.50
Win. E. Briggs, labor 108.00
X. J. Brown, labor 36.00
Karl C. Greene, use of auto 5.00
D. J. Williams, use of team 12.50
A. S. Briggs, filing saws 2.60
$ 285.60
Unexpected balance $ 887.36
TREE WARDEN
Balance Jan. 1st, 1921 $ 2.32
Appropriation 200.00
H. M. Briggs, removing trees $ 8.00
$ 210.32
Expenditures
JT. M. Briggs, labor $ 69.75
Wm. E. Briggs, labor 22.00
Wm. Rouf, labor 24.50
Janies Adams, labor 12.25
Wm. Jones, labor 10.50
Patrick Clancy, labor 10.50
N. J. Brown, labor 12.00
S. R. McIntosh, paint 2.50
C. B. Coburn Co., lime, sulphur 2.50
Fred Garlick, use of truck 25.00
Nap. D. Lafleur, supplies 15.93
$ 297.43
Unexpended $ 2.89
Salaries
Appropriation $ 1,750.00
Expenditures
Irving F. French, selectman $ 250.00
Wm. Kelley, selectman 200.00
J. K. Chandler, selectman 200.00
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Eugene N. Patterson, treasurer 250.00
Janies W. Miller, auditor 235.00
Peter W. Cameron, clerk 200.00
May L. Larrabee, school committee 75.00
A. E. Foster, school committee 75.00
Hector Jackson, school committee 75.00
Peter W. Cameron, registrar of voters 50.00
Geo. A. Marshall, registrar of voters 40.00
D. J. O’Connell, registrar of voters 40.00
A. B. Moore, registrar of voters 40.00
James C. Marshall, election officer 5.00
Austin French, election officer 5.00
George McCoy, election officer 5.00
E. H. King, election officer 5.00
$ 1,750.00
Bills unpaid $ 115.00
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Balance Jan. 1st, 1921 $ 628.90
Appropriation 1,600.00
A. S. Haines, use of telephone 410.00
$ 2,233.00
Expenditures
A. S. Haines, chief $ 954.74
A. S. Haines, supplies 15.23
A. B. Moore, supplies 25.85
Fairgrieve & Co., supplies 26.48
John J. Hogan, supplies 1.50
Geo. E. Hutchins, supplies 2.63
C. B. Coburn Co., supplies 6.50
Badger Fire Extinguisher Co., bottles 48.00
Kissee Car Co., supplies 12.00
Yista Storage Battery Co., supplies 59.07
New England Tel. Co., telephone 34.20
F. Brooks Co., drive shaft 12.50
H. Lewis Farmer, gasoline 12.90
F. I. Carter, towing truck 7.50
$ 1,219.10
Unexpended $ 1,013.90
ASSESSORS
Appropriation $ 1,500.00
Mass. Title Insurance Co., for information.
. . 1.00
Harrold R, Johnson, for information 2.00
B. King, use of telephone 8.39
$ 1,511.39
Expenditures
. A. C. Blaisdell, labor $ 654.50
B. King, labor 383.25
Albion Felker, labor 194.25
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Albion Felker. use of auto 96.00
New England Tel. Co., use of telephone 35.66
Wakefield Daily Item, supplies. 25.65
Gertrude B. Sweeney, tax titles 46.60
A. J. Fairgrieve, stationery and stamps 11.23
C. I. Hood Co., voting lists 47.00
H. C. Kittredge, paper.... 2.00
$ 1,496.14
Unexpended $ 15.25
TOWN HALL
Appropriation $ 3,500.00
E. N. Patterson, use of hall 1,251.00
$ 4,751.00
Expenditures
Lowell Gas Co., gas $ 31.10
A. B. Moore, supplies 4.15
Bartlett & Dow. supplies 23.65
F. H. Farmer, grading driveway 641.54
Ervin E. Smith, supplies 6.75
Robertson Co., window shades 9.00
Walter Laveil, repairs. 12.15
Bennett Bros., repairs 3.75
J. L. Fleming, insurance 75.61
A. G. Fairgrieve, insurance 17.79
E. N. Patterson, janitor 1,268.86
A. L. Blizzard, repairs 33.15
Standard Oil Cq., oil 141.55
Robinson & Foster, book case and repairs. . . . 345.06
Walter L. Hale, coal 1,699.84
T. H. Kittredge, finish on book case 48.00
Fred. C. Church, insurance 15.00
C. B. Coburn Co., supplies 12.16
J. M. Clancy, labor on sewer 22.00
L. A. Derby, supplies 45.25
Vernon Livingston, labor 2.70
John Robertson, labor 2.70
F. J. Fleming, paper 14.40
A. F. French & Co., paper 20.60
Herman Pfeiffer, repairs on table 35.00
A. S. Briggs, bill boards 21.60
J. J. McManmon, shrubs 100.00
C. F. Hoisington, coffee tank 20.00
E. A. Wilson Co., pipe and cement 29.86
Alfred F. Foote, inspecting boiler 4.00
John Seifer. clock and repairs on pump 15.50
$ 4,722.72
Unexpended $ 28.28
(28)
Incidentals
Appropriation $ 4,000.00
Town of Andover, reimbursement on town
line 26.75
Boston & Maine R. R., reimbursement on for-
est fires 32.90
State Infirmary, reimbursement on warning
signs 6.00
Wm. Alexander, sealer’s fees 30.06
H. J. Patten, tax sale redemptions 24.81
H. J. Patten, tax certificates 7.00
M. G. Rogers, tax certificates 1.00
M. G. Rogers, tax sale costs 327.25
H. M. Briggs, use of telephone 2.80
J. W. Miller, use of telephone 6.35
E. N. Patterson, use of telephone 2.75
P. W. Cameron, use of telephone 18.50
Irving F. French, use of telephone .45
$ 4,486.
Expenditures
New England Tel. Co., use of telephones.... $ 360.64
Lowell Gas Co., gas old hall 5.60
Geo. H. Brown, care of burial grounds 25.25
E. W. Foster, rebate on taxes 1.86
F. H. Farmer, use of team setting bound
stones 28.00
F. H. Farmer, use of team acct. sealer 12.00
Bennett Bros, repairs on pump 20.95
J. L. Fleming, street signs 20.15
F. H. Garlick, use of truck acct. sealer 18.00
A. J. Fairgrieve, agent for clerk’s bond 2.50
A. J. Fairgrieve, agent for collector’s bond. . 50.00
A. J. Fairgrieve, box rent 1.40
Courier-Citizen Co., advertising tax sales .... 118.00
M. G. Rogers, commission on taxes 418.67
W. & L. Gourley, supplies for sealer. ..:.... 10.93
Dr. Sherman Perry, recording births 2.50
Dr. D. T. Buzzell, recording births 1.75
Dr. C. J. Carden, recording births .25
Dr. G. O. Lavalle, recording births .25
Dr. M. E. Simmons, recording births .25
A. C. Blaisdell, preparing list for selectmen. . 10.50
A. C. Blaisdell, expenses acct. Avery Chemi-
cal Co 5.20
B. King, expenses acct. Avery Chemical Co.. 12.10
E. N. Patterson, expenses acct. Avery Chemi-
cal Co. 5.20
P. W. Cameron, recording births, marriages
and deaths 85.50
P. W. Cameron, services as justice of peace. . 10.00
Hugh Cameron, inspection of animals 139.10
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Hugh Cameron, inspector of meats and pro-
visions 157.00
Appleton National Bank, box rent 5.00
Director of accounts, approving notes 8.00
E. N. Patterson, expenses as treasurer 9.00
Thomas Sullivan, labor at forest fires 2.50
Daniel Sullivan, labor at forest fires 2.50
Wm. E. Briggs, labor at forest fires 19.13
C. E. Sweatt, labor at forest fires 7.50
Win. Jones, laobr at forest fires 6.12
Fred Sullivan, labor at forest fires 5.62
Harry Wylie, labor at forest fires 2.50
Jesse Trull, labor at forest fires 5.25
Wm. Blanchard, labor at forest fires 1.50
Archie Pillsburv, labor at forest fires 5.00
Hugo Piccardi. labor at forest fires 3.00
Wm. Gillis, labor at forest fires 4.00
W. J. Robinson, labor at forest fires 2.75
C. E. Foster, labor at forest fires 3.85
E. S. Haines, labor at forest fires 14.54
John Mara, labor at forest fires 1.50
F. P. Johnson, labor at forest fires 3.00
Kervin Johnson, labor at forest fires 3.00
Anthony Bennett, labor at forest fires 3.00
Philip Baxter, labor at forest fires 8.00
Louis Boogusch, labor at forest fires 2.00
C. E. Bowden, labor at forest fires 4.75
Peter Hanson, labor at forest fires 1.25
Hector Jackson, labor at forest fires 1.75
Herbert McCoy, labor at forest fires 2.25
Ray McCoy, labor at forest fires 2.25
W. I. Bailey, labor at forest fires 3.60
H. Wr . Pillsbury, labor at forest fires 8.75
Edward Stanton, labor at forest fires 5.50
John F. Shavley, labor at forest fires 8.00
Geo F. Garland, labor at forest fires 1.00
Wm. O’Connell, labor at forest fires 1.00
John Alexander, labor at forest fires 15.50
Adelbert Anderson, labor at forest fires.... 3.00
Geo. Gale, labor at forest fires 4.00
Patrick Walsh, labor at forest fires 5.00
Thomas J. Knight, labor at forest fires 3.75
J. B. McDonald, labor at forest fires 3.75
Peter W. Lacy, labor at forest fires 10.00
Wm. Rouf, labor at forest fires 22.00
Frank Marsh, labor at forest fires 22.00
Gordon Willard, labor at forest fires 3.75
William Foss, labor at forest fires 1.50
H. M. Briggs, labor at forest fires 21.00
H. M. Briggs, use of auto at forest fires 10.50
F. M. Carter, labor at forest fires 8.12
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John P. Carter, labor at forest fires 6.37
Wm. B. Carter, labor at forest fires 5.12
F. I. Carter, labor at forest fires 6.99
Onestus Felker, labor at forest fires 14.05
P. L. Haines, labor at forest fires 4.50
N. J. Brown, removing1 trees aect. storm .... 60.00
Wm, Jones, removing trees acct. storm 42.00
Patrick Clancy, removing trees acct. storm . . 42.00
Wm. Rouf, removing trees acct. storm 24.50
Wm. Rouff, removing 'trees acct. storm 24.50
James Adams, removing trees acct. storm. . . . 24.50
Fred. C. Church, agent for treasurer’s bond. . 25.00
Fred. C. Church, insurance on Foster barn.. 67.50
H. M. Briggs, use of auto acct. sealer 3.00
Boston & Maine R. R., warning signs 9.50
Wm. Alexander, services as sealer 72.00
Wm. Alexander, labor on sealer’s rooms.... 63.00
F. M. Dorman Co., dog checks 5.78
H. J. Patten, commission on taxes 1,282.33
Burnham & Davis, lumber for sealer’s room. 55.19
J. C. Bennett, hardware for sealer’s room. . . . 6.58
Walter E. Simmons, land damages 89.00
Harry F. Harding, wiring band stand 22.40
Hannah Sullivan, rebate on taxes 2.70
F. M. Bill Co., soda acct. fires 14.00
Wm. Kelley, perambulating Town line 5.00
Irving F. French, perambulating Town line . . 5.00
Harry Patterson, use of auto acct. Town line 3.00
Cemetery Corp., care of Town lots 10.00
E. M. Bailev, care of soldier’s lots 14.25
$ 3,810.99
Unexpended $ 675.63
Interest
Balance Jan. 1st, 1921 $ 568.34
Union National Bank, interest on deposits. . . 222.77
Melvin G. Rogers, interest on uncollected
taxes 478.44 . -
Harold J. Patten, interest on uncollected
taxes 762.84
$ 2,032.39
Paid Central Savings Bank, interest on loans 3,405.21
Overdrawn $ 1,372.82
ELECTRIC LIGHTS
Astle Street
Appropriation 1920 $ 1,800.00
Paid Lowell Electric Light Corf) 1,447.57
Unexpended $ 352.43
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North Billerica Road
Appropriation 1920 $ 2,500.00
Paid Lowell Electric Light Corp 2,412.61
Unexpended $ 87.39
North Street, Andover Street to Almont
Appropriation $ 2,800.00
Paid Lowell Electric Light Corp 1,997.88
Unexpended $ 802.12
Pike Street, Main Street to Residence of S. P. Pike
Appropriation $ 780.00
Paid Lowell Electric Light Corp 431.36
Unexpended $ 348.64
Whipple Street, to Residence of Mr. G-ulliland
Appropriation $ 610.00
Paid Lowell Electric Light Corp 467.69
Unexpended $ 142.31
Main Street, to Residence of Mr. Walsh
Appropriation $ 610.00
Paid Lowell Electric Light Corp 582.48
Unexpended $ 27.52
Lowell Line to Foster’s Corner
Appropriation $ 11,300.00
Paid Lowell Electric Light Corp 9,574.84
Unexpended $ 1,725.16
Foster’s Corner to Vernon Street
Appropriation 1920 $ 1,500.00
Paid Lowell Electric Light Corp 1,250.00
Unexpended $ 250.00
Salem Road, State and. South Streets
Appropriation $ 5,000.00
Paid Lowell Electric Light Corp 3,970.54
Unexpended $ 1,029.46
TOWN HALL PAYMENTS
Appropriation $ 6,947 50
Paid Central Savings Bank, Note No. 49.... $ 5.000.00
Interest on notes 1,947.50
$ 6,947.50
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TOWN HALL SITE PAYMENTS
Appropriation $ 2,142.50
Paid Central Savings Bank, Note 44 $ 2000.00
Interest on notes 142.50
$ 2,142.50
DEMONSTRATION WORK OF AGRICULTURE
Appropriation $ 150.00
Middlesex County Bureau of Agriculture. . . . 150.00
ADDING NAMES WORLD WAR VETERANS TABLET AND
PRESENTING MEDALS
Appropriation $ 1,000.00
Frank M. Hadlev, memorial tablet $ 512.00
Prince Cotter Co., medals 185.25
$ 697.25
Unexpended 302.75
TOWN SCALES
Balance Jan. 1st, 1921
Appropriation
James Blackstock, labor and stock
Priest, Page & Co., erecting scales
F. H. Farmer, use of team
Arthur Spaulding, use of team..
$ 641.36
$ 1,000.00
$ 1.641.36
$ 978.00
109.75
54.66
15.00
Geo. A. Norris, lock and painting team box. . 5.50
F. M. Perkins, painting team box 5.00
John Fleming, labor and iron .1.75
$ 1,169.66
Unexpended $ 1471.70
MEMORIAL DAY
Appropriation $ 175.00
Rev. John C. Duffy, address $ 10.00
Lowell Military Band, music 75.00
Ladies’ Aid Society, dinner 50.55
Lillian G. Powers, soloist 8.00
Edward M. Bailey, flags and flowers 15.85
H. Louis Farmer, cigars 7.10
Butterfield Printing Co., printing 8.50
$ 175.00
(33)
INDEXING TOWN RECORDS
Balance Jan. 1st, 1921 $ 798.12
P. W. Cameron, labor $ 300.00
J. W. Miller, labor 150.00
Long’s Book Bindery, binding 8.00
$ 458.00
Unexpended $ 340.12
GENERAL ACCOUNT
Central Savings Bank, Notes $ 85,000.00
County Treasurer, County tax, 1921 4,319.61
Com. of Mass., State tax, 1921 7,560.00
Com. of Mass., special State tax, 1921 356.40
Repairs on State highway, 1921 1,237.20
Eastern Mass. St. Rv. tax, 1921 183.96
Civilian War poll tax, 1921. 1,800.00
$100,457.17
SUMMARY
Highways $ 7,178.96
Schools 35,011.68
Stationery and Printing 488.78
Street Lighting 4,830.57
Outside Poor 4,910.79
State Aid 90.00
Public Library 1,093.68
Board of Health 162.00
Parks and Commons . . 138.66
Police 1,095.00
Moth Account Jan. 1st, to Dec. 1st, 1921 3,032.00
Moth Account Dec. 1st, to Jan, 1st, 1922. . . . 285.60
Tree Warden 207.43
Salaries 1,750.00
Eire Department 1,219.10
Assessors 1,496.14
Town Hall 4,722.72
Incidentals 3,810.99
Interest 3,405.21
Electric Lights, Astle Street.... 1,477.57
Electric Lights, North Billerica Road 2,412.61
Electric Lights, North St., Andover St., to Al-
mont 1,997.88
Electric Lights, Pike St., Main St., to residence
of S. P. Pike 431.36
Electric Lights, Whipple St., to residence of
Mr. Gulliland 467.69
Electric Lights, Main St., to residence of
Mr. Walsh 582.48
Electric Lights, Lowell line to Foster’s
Corner 9,574.84
Electric Lights, Foster’s Corner to Vernon
Street
Electric Lights, Salem Road, State and
South Streets
Town Hall payments
Town Hall Site payments
Demonstration Work of Agriculture
World War Veteran’s Tablet
Town Scales
Memorial Day
Indexing Town Records
General Account
1,250.00
3,970.54
6.947.50
2.142.50
150.00
697.25
1,169.66
175.00
458.00
100,457.17
Total expenses $209,261.36
Cash on hand 3,998.65
Treasurer’s receipts $213,260.01
I have examined the accounts of Town officers who are author-
ized to receive and expend money for the year ending December 31st,
1921, and to the best of my knowledge they are correct, proper
vouchers on file, and $3,998.65 in the treasury.
JAMES W. MILLER,
Town Auditor.
( 35 )
TREASURER’S REPORT
Dr.
Cash on hand Jan. 1st, 1921. $ 2,923.17
Loans in anticipation of revenue, Central
Savings Bank, Lowell, Mass 90,000.00
$ 92,923.17
Taxes
Harrold J. Patten, on 1920 account $ 18,671.38
Harrold J. Patten, on 1921 account 70,044.57
$ 88,715.95
Melvin Gr. Rogers, on 1916 account 34.48
1917 20.26
1918 195.73
1919 4,628.79
Excise tax balance of 1918 217.21
$ 5,096.47
Income Tax
State Treasurer’s account of Income Tax. .
. $ 4,736.12
$ 4,736.12
Schools
State Treasurer, on account of Vocational
School $ 216.25
State Treasurer, on account of Tuition of
Children 53.25
State Treasurer, on account of Supervision. . 580.00
State Treasurer, on account of High School
Transportation 934.28
State Treasurer, on account of High School
Tuition 1,980.16
U. S. Treasurer, Interest on Bond 38.25
School Committee, rent of Pickering Hall . . 58.00
School Committee, for junk sold 2.00
School Committee, receipts of Sewing Dept.. 121.12
School Committee, receipts of Manual Train-
ing Dept 8.00
School Committee, rebate by Eastern Mass.
Street R. R 1.40
School Committee, for broken glass .50
School Committee, tuition Delmont Gott.... 16.50
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$ 4,009.71’
Public Library
•County Treasurer, dog tax for year 1920 . . . .$ 359.54
Abbie M. Blaisdell, cards and fines 20.75
$ 380.29
Tax Certificates and Costs
Melvin G. Rogers $ 327.75
Harold J. Patten $ 31.81
Highways
State Treasurer, account of St. Ry. tax.... $ 61.54
John T. Gale, for use of teams 34.64
Smith Brothers, for use. of teams 40.50
A. S. Briggs, for gravel 10.00
Robert Stavely, gravel 2.50
James Mathews, for manure 15.00
Stephen McHugh, for manure 5.00
L. E. Small, for manure 30.00
F. H. Farmer, for old harnesses 15.00
Fred Briggs, for use of teams 5.00
Robert Carson, for dump cart 75.00
John Johnson, for sleds 25.00
State Treasurer, account Gipsy and Brown
Tail Moth $ 116.70
State Treasurer, account State Forestry Dept. 862.93
Daniel Mace, moth work 10.28
Benj. Spaulding, moth work 12.00
Buzzell King, arsenate lead 1.40
J. J. Sullivan, arsenate lead 5.00
Daniel Sullivan, arsenate lead 1.50
E. H. Sunbury, arsenate lead 5.00
Mrs. P. Fairgrieve, arsenate lead .30
David Garside, arsenate lead 1.00
Walter Smith, arsenate lead .50
John F. French, arsenate lead 10.00
E. M. Slack, arsenate lead 1.00
A. Obrzut, arsenate lead .50
Interest
Interest on Bank deposits
. $ 222.77
State Aid
State Treasurer, account of State Aid • $ 96.00
Police
Lowell Police Court, fines and forfeitures .
Peter W. Cameron, license fees
..$ 102.80
68.00
1,028.11
222.77
96.00
(37)
170.80
Outside Poor Relief
State Treasurer, account of temporary aid. .
. $ 878.00
State Treasurer, account of mothers with de-
pendent children 1,444.09
City of Lowell, account of mothers with de-
pendent children 210.00
Mrs. Toothaker, reimbursements 12.00
$ 2,544.09
Town Hall
Congregational Church Society, for rent $ 335.00
American Legion Post, No. 259, for rent. . . . 81.00
Holy Name Society, for rent. 75.00
Ladies’ Aid, for rent •. . 40.00
Wamesit Lodge, A. F. and A. M., for rent. . . 50.00
H. Louis Farmer, for rent 180.00
D. J. Horgan, for rent 165.00
Twentieth Century Club, for rent 120.00
Embroidery Society, for rent 25.00
Men’s Congregational Club, for rent 45.00
H. A. Fairbrother, for rent 15.00
Miriam Wiggin, for rent 5.00
M. S. I. Alumni, for rent ’ 25.00
Edward Walsh, for rent 15.00
Charlotte Greene, for rent 30.00
George Gale, for rent * 25.00
Harry Grant, for rent 15.00
Daniel Pickering, for rent 5.00
$ 1,251.00
Assessors
Harold R. Johnson $ 2.00
Mass. Title Insurance Co 1.00
$ 3.00
Tree Warden
Mrs. P. Fairgrieve $ 8.00
Board of Health
State Treasurer, account Sanatoria subsides $ 43.57
Miscellaneous
State Treasurer, account Civilian Poll Tax.
. $ 15.00
State Treasurer, accouunt of Corporation Tax
Domestic 7,345.62
State Treasurer, account of Corporation For-
eign 15.92
State Treasurer, account of Corporation Pub-
lic service 734.01
State Treasurer, account of reimbursement
on State Land 2,017.98
State Treasurer, account National Bank Tax 366.94
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State Treasurer, account, Eastern Mass. St.
Railway Bonds 442.00
State Treasurer, account Soldiers’ Exemption 63.10
State Treasurer, account Highway Commis-
sion 3.30
State Infirmary, reimbursement on signs .... 6.00
County Treasurer, for killing dogs 3.00
Congregational Society, for old Town Hall
Lot '. 200.00
Town of Andover 26.75
Boston & Maine Railroad 32.90
W. H. Alexander, sealer’s fees 30.06
Harris M. Briggs, for use of telephone 2.80
A. S. Haines, for use of telephone 4.10
James W. Miller, for use of telephone 6.35
Eugene N. Patterson, for use of telephone.. 2.75
Peter W. Cameron, for use of telephone. . . . 18.50
Roland Robinson, for use of telephone 6.30
Buzzell King, for use of telephone 8.39
Irving F. French, for use of telephone .45
Total money received $
Credit
Paid approved bills and charged to following accounts
:
Highways $ 7,178.96
Schools 35,011.68
Insane and Poor 4,910.79
Stationery and Printing 488.78
Salaries 1,750.00
Street Lighting 4,830.57
Moth, 1921 3,032.00
Interest 3,405.21
Tree Warden 207.43
State and Military Aid 90.00
Police 1,095.00
Board of Health 162.00
Library 1,093.68
Memorial Day 175.00
Town Hall 4,722.72
General 100,457.17
Incidentals 3,810.99
Parks and Commons 138.66
Town Hall Site Payments 2,142.50
Memorial Tablet 697.25
Fire Department 1,219.10
Assessors 1,496.14
Scales Account 1,169.66
Town Hall Payments 6,947.50
Middlesex County Bureau of Agriculture 150.00
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$ 11,352.22
213,260.01
Electric Lights on Rogers from Main. . . . 582.48
Electric Lights on North from Andover. 1,997.88
Electric Lights on Rogers from Whipple 467.69
Electric Lights on Astle St 1,447.57
Electric Lights on Billerica Road 2,412.61
Electric Lights on Pike St. from Main. 431.36
Electric Lights on Main from Foster’s
Corner 1,250.00
Electric Lights on Salem Road 3,970.54
Electric Lights from Lowell Line to Fos-
ter’s Corner 9,574.84
Indexing Records 458.00
Moth, 1922 285.60
Total $209,261.36
Cash on hand December 31st, 1921. . . . 3,998.65
$213,260.01
FINANCIAL CONDITION OF TOWN JAN. lst
;
1922
Assets
Cash on hand $ 3,998.65
Outstanding taxes uncollected, H. J. Patten. 46,982.45
Outstanding taxes uncollected, M. G. Rogers 1,515.38
Due from State Moth Account 429.06
Due from State Overseers of Poor account. 1,305.33
Total $ 54,230.87
Liabilities
To Central Savings Bank
:
To Town Hall Site, Loan 1 note $ 2,000.00
Town Hall Loans, 8 notes 36,000.00
Note due May 23d, 1922, in anticipation of
revenue 10,000.00
Note due Dee. 30th, 1922, in anticipation of
revenue 30,000.00
Outstanding bills unpaid in salary acct 115.00
Total
Balance against the Town
$ 78,115.
54,230.
$ 23,884.
.00
.87
.13
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FINANCIAL CONDITION OF THE TOWN FOR THE LAST TEN
YEARS
1913, Balance in favor of Town
Tax Rate
$ 5,922.15 $14.80
1914 < ( * i t i 945.21 17.40
1915 t ( (
(
(
(
v 5,999.51 19.00
1916 ( ( (
t
i i 9,811.64 18.00
1917 t ( < ( ( 15,621.24 15.00
1918 i ( % i c ( 13,257.33 13.30
1919 ( i ( i ( 19,055.81 17.30
1920 ( ( t c (
t
792.19 23.00
1921, Balance against the Town 41,357.54 27.00
1922, Balance against the Town 23,884.13 35.00
EUGENE N. PATTERSON,
Treasurer.
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TAX COLLECTOR’S REPORT
1
Year
j
1919
|
1918
1 1
1917 | 1916 | Totals
1 1
i
Uncollected
Jan. 1, 1921 |$4834.06 $264.46
1 1
1 1
$547.14 '| $350.18 | $5995.84
1 1
j
Interest Collected . .
. |
439.51
[
30.30
1 1
3.28 | 5.35 | 478.44
1 1
i
Cash Collected
!
4628.79
1
195.73
1 1
20.26
|
34.48 1 4879.26
1 1
1
Abatements and
Corrections
| 79.64
1 1
1 1
1 1
79.64
Uncollected
Jan. 1, 1922 j 565.14 99.03
i i
530.16 1 321.05 1 1515.38
Respectfully submitted,
MELVIN G. ROGERS,
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$ 3.00
$ 2,994.00
10.00
$ 2,984 00
2,649.00
$ 335.00
$ 28,274.39
423.84
$ 28,128.33
Interested Collected $ 725.24
Cash Collected $ 17,946.14
Uncollected January 1, 1922 $ 10,182.19
After repeated attempts to collect from the Avery Chemical
Company I was directed by the Board of Selectmen to turn the col-
lection of their tax to the Town Attorney, Mr. Melvin G. Rogers.
The real estate tax amounting to $6,015.33 and interest amounting
to $262.37 was paid May 3, 1921. An opinion from Mr. Rogers dated
July 11, 1921, states there is practically no prospect of the Town be-
ing able to collect the Personal Property taxes of 1920. The amount
of the 1920 Personal Property tax is $7,317.00.
Estate Taxes 1921
Warrants
Abatements and Corrections
Interest Collected $
Cash Collected
Uncollected January 1, 1922
Respectfully submitted,
HAROLD J. PATTEN,
Collector of Taxes.
$104,070.70
423.84
$103,646.86
37.60
$ 67,357.97
$ 36,288.89
Poll Taxes 1920
Uncollected January 1, 1922
Poll Taxes 1921
Assessed, 600
Abated, 2
Cash Collected
Uncollected January 1, 1922
Estate Taxes 1920
Uncollected January 1, 1921
Abatements and Corrections
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UNPAID TAXES OF 1920, JAN. 10, 1922
Mary A. Aldrich
Carl Benson
Frederick L. Brown
Steffie Brown
George H. Chamberlain
Mrs. Geo. Q. Chamberlain
Sarah Chamberlain
Mrs. Hannah Clark
Edith A. Cole
Eli Cote
Frank Cote
Dennis E. Crimmins
Esther F. Dickson
Robert Drainslield
Cyprienne Dumont
Stanislaw Evaskevich
Munroe K. Fuller
Abner S. Goodwin
J. Avery Greene
George S. Holmes
John Hurbin
Ashael H. Jewell
Mazari Kakabari
George Kaulin
Amasa Kemp
Jesse E. Kemp
William H. Landers
John H. Lewis
Harry L. Mason
John E. Maskall
James E. McCarthy
Eliza McCoy
David J. McCracken
Philip McGovern
Charles Morais
Leo Morris
Thomas Nesmith
Mary O’Neil
Alfred Patenaude
Harry G. Pearson
Edward R. Penney
Joseph Piccardi
Mrs. Bamiincto Pietro
James C. Purdy
Raiph Sawitzky
Minna Sawitzky
$ 12.15
4.05
5.80
2.70
27.00
56.70
4.05
6.48
13.50
18.90
2.30
2.16
22.95
5.40
6.75
16.33
18.22
14.18
.54
4.72
4.05
14.85
15.12
89.52
2.70
54.81
72.90
6.75
49.14
8.10
14.04
55.35
13.50
41.58
6.75
5.40
29.98
40.26
10.80
5.67
37.74
90.45
18.90
9.18
27.31
21.60
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Thomas A. Sawyer 40.50
Paul B. Smith 18.00
William G. Stevenson 4.05
Fred A. Sullivan 5.40
Patrick H. Sullivan 31.05
Archie Chessman 2.70
Fred E, Twitchell 12.15
Charles R., Wescott 33.75
Richard A. Wright 14.85
Contilo Zarefes 37.64
Non-Residents
Wm, H. Adsit, Trustee $ 32.26
Mitchell Albanaki 9.18
William N. Anderson 13.50
Caroline L. Anderson 4.05
Avides Badegian 10.80
Louis G. Belle Isle 157.94
Francis H. Bellevue 8.10
Anthony and Mary Bennett 2.43
Joseph and Marie Blanchette 3.38
Charlotte M. Blair 10.80
Angelina Bonugli 20.25
Geo. A. Bourdanis, et al 2.70
Kenos Boyajian 2.43
Mary Y. Boyd 52 65
J. Payson Bradley 5.94
Thomas J. Brennan 8.10
Nora M. Brennan 2.70
Edward W. Brown 4:32
Joseph G. Bryer 119.07
J. E. Burke, Trustee 9.18
Margaret Cahill 3.51
Florence E. Callahan 22.27
Rudolph Camara 2^97
Bertha Calkins 21.60
Harry Caprellian 2.83
Frank C. Carter 2.16
Victoria Carter 6.07
Peter J. Cass, et al. 6.75
Edward Cawley 87.75
Letitia Clark 2.30
Timothy J. Colley 27.00
William Cogger 2.70
John F. Coleman 10.80
Eunice Cook 9.45
Arthur Confogazos 2.70
Sarah J. Copano 2.70
James Cornock 2.70
Corey-Dempsey-Quimby, Trustees 354.51
Irving F. Cresse, et. al. 40 50
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Mary E. Davis 11.47
Edith M. Dean 20.25
Bcghas Der Haroutunian 10.80
James D. Dewey 2.70
Bridget Dobbins 2.70
Catherine Donovan 2.70
Peter P. Douvris 4.32
John HI Eaerett 8.10
Manuel Espinola 5.40
Vincenzo Faccadie, et al. 2.70
Margaret Farrell 5.67
Gegory Fernandez 4.32
Morris Freedman 2.16
Anna Glassman S.78
Beryl Gordon 2.70
Florence E. Grant 2.70
George A. Goverinos 6.75
Mary Greenberg 2.16
Anastasios Halastanos 4.05
Joseph Harne 2.02
Harry Hantz 3.38
William A. Holmes 2.70
Elmer F. Holmes 4.05
Carlton C. Tde 2.70
Archilli as • Karleris 4.05
W. J. Kennedy 5.40
Kilby Investment Co. 2.70
Harry C. Kittredge 70.42
Florian Kokanski 4.05
Harry Koutjian 5.40
Louis A. LeBlue 4.05
S. and M. Lembasis 4.05
Manuel V. Linihare 4.59
R. Lisay and E. Kawizic 16.20
Francis Langlois 48.60
Effie Mann 5.40
S. Mitchaelopoulos 2.70
Vito Marino 8.10
Manuel G. Mascheis 2.16
Mary E. McDonald 8.10
Ellen E. McEvoy 2.70
Nora McGrath 24.30
Margaret McLelland 14.85
Tony Mezzy 4.32
May I. Newman 8.10
D. T. O’Callaghan and J. Brady 3.38
Nora O’Connor 16.20
Eileen J. O’Keefe 2.70
George S. Panagevalos 2.70
Georgies Panayiotis 2.70
William H. Pinto 5.40
Walter Pratt 14.85
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Elizabeth Purdy 2.70
Thomas W. Prince 5.40
Michael M. Quealey 62.10
James R. Rainey 13.50
John A. Richardson 35.23
Albert J. Ringer 2.70
George E. Roewer, Jr. 8.10
Isabella B. Rolfe 4.32
Joseph L. Roth 2.70
Mary J. Brennan 2.70
Sapall Gulain 3.24
John L. Sardino 4.32
John Sawyer 7.42
Ralph Sawyer 5.40
Joseph Schneiderman 8.10
Mary Schwartz 4.05
Kevork Sehajian 3.38
Tamson S. Smith 2.70
Nellie Strock 8.10
Mary Sugden 2.70
Catherine Sullivan 16 20
Helen Szurley 7.56
Mary Targ 5.40
John H. Thompson 11.47
John J. Tobin 4.05
Jules Trudeau 4.73
Boghas Ulloyan 3.38
Demetrious J. Yerganzos 4.05
Daisy C. Walker 4.73
Emma Walsh 2.70
Ellen Walsh 27.00
Gisella Weiss 2.70
Sylvester J. Wynters 15.66
V. P. Yacubian 2.70
Constantinos Zevitas 2.43
Michael E. Ziavras 2.70
Charles A. Foster 95.58
Avery Chemical Co. 7,317.00
And 176 other delinquents whose taxes are from .27 to $2.00.
REPORT OF OVERSEERS OF POOR
Balance from 1920 $ 390.90
Appropriations 3,500.00
Reimbursements by Commonwealth 2,175.42
Reimbursements by City of Lowell 356.67
Reimbursements by Other 12.00
$6,434.99
Paid out for Aid 4,910.79
Balance $1,524.20
Unpaid Bills 185.50
Reimbursements due 1,305.33
Number of Poor on Register, 39.
Mothers aid cases (Chapter 763, Acts. 1913).
One mother with four children, Town case, reimbursed by State
one-third.
One mother with three children, State case, reimbursed by State
in full.
One mother with four children, Town case, reimbursed by State
in full.
One mother with three children, City of Lowell case, reimbursed
by Lowell two-thirds.
One temporary aid case, mother and four children reimbursed
by State in full.
Town Charges:
One mother and seven children.
One man and wife.
One woman
One man.
One man and wife with two children.
IRVING F. FRENCH,
J. K. CHANDLER,
WILLIAM II. KELLEY,
Overseers of Poor.
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REPORT OF INSPECTOR OF ANIMALS
To the Board of Selectmen:
Gentlemen:
Following is the report of the Inspector of Animals for
ending Dec. 31, 1921:
Number of cattle inspected
Number of hogs inspected
Number of sheep inspected
Number of goats inspected
Number of stables inspected
Number of cattle quarantined and killed
Number of dogs quarantined released at the expiration
of 14 days
the year
832
480
14
3
113
11
Respectfully submitted,
HUGH CAMERON.
REPORT OF INSPECTOR OF MEATS AND
PROVISIONS
To the Board of Selectmen
:
Gentlemen
:
Following is the report of the Inspector of Meats and Provisions
for the year ending Dec. 31, 1921:
Number of sides of beef inspected 622
Number of veals inspected, including 8 killed outside
slaughter house 524
Number of hogs inspected, including 72 killed outside
slaughter house 429
Number of sides of beef condemned ] 18
Number of veals condemned 12
Number of hogs condemned 3
Respectfully submitted,
HUGH CAMERON.
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REPORT OF FIRE CHIEF
Report of the Fire Chief and also the Forest Fire Warden un
der the supervision of the Selectmen:
Total number of fires 52
Responded to 50
Chimney fires 6
Value of buildings and contents $21,300.00
Insurance on buildings and contents...]. 3,600.00
Loss on buildings and contents 1,725.00
Loss over insurance 1,875.00
Frame buildings 3
Forest fires 38
Automobile fires ] 4
Fatal burning 1
Damage caused by forest fires not exceeding. .
. $ 200.00
Permits
Garages and storage of gasoline 7
Blasting 9
Respectfully submitted,
ALDEN S. HAINES,
Chief.
Telephone No.—Garage, 4301; Res., 4239-R.
Telephone Numbers of Forest Fire Deputies
North Section—Irving W. Bailey, 164-M.
East Section—Thomas P. Sawyer, 3413-W.
South Section—Carl Schmidt, Wilmington.
West Section—Onestus Felker, 1589-M.
REPORT OF MOTH DEPARTMENT
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
—
Gentlemen
:
As Tree Warden I submit the following report:
Brush was cut on most of the dangerous curves and numerous
trees which were dangerous, were pruned, bolted or removed. The
elm trees were sprayed as usual to suppress the Elm Leaf Beatle.
Owing to the small amount of money allowed this department, and
the discontinuance of brush cutting by the Moth Department the
brush on the roadsides has been neglected. The appropriation should
be at least doubled for brush cutting alone.
Yours respectfully,
HARRIS M. BRIGGS •
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
Gentlemen
As Local Superintendent for the Suppression of the Brown Tail
and Gypsy Moths, I submit the following
:
A few scattered webs of the Brown Tail moths were found dur-
ing the year. The Gypsy moth conditions show a 25% decrease.
Practically the same methods were employed as in former years to
.suppress these pests. - "*
Yours respectfully,
HARRIS M. BRIGGS,
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REPORT OF SEALER OF WEIGHTS
AND MEASURES
Tewksbury, Mass., Jan. 1, 1922.
To the Board of Selectmen:
I most respectfully submit to you my annual report as Sealer
of Weights and Measures for the Town of Tewksbury, ending Nov.
30, 1921:
A room has been finished in the Foster barn for the Standards,
and they have been moved into it.
The sum of thirty dollars and six cents ($30.06) have been col-
lected and paid to the Treasurer.
The following amount of work has been performed:
Platform scales over 5,000 lbs. sealed 2
Platform scales under 5,000 lbs. sealed 10
Platform scales under 5,000 lbs. condemned 4
Platform scales under 5,000 lbs. adjusted 2
Computing scales sealed 10
Computing scales adjusted 1
Computing scales condemned 1
Number of all other scales sealed 25
Number of all other scales condemned 3
Number of all other scales adjusted 4
Number of weights sealed 49
Number of weights adjusted . 8
Number of liquid measures sealed 32
Number of gas and oil pumps sealed 15
Number of gas and oil pumps adjusted 10
Number of gas and oil pumps condemned 2
Number of liquid measures sealed 3
Respectfully yours,
W. H. ALEXANDER,
i
Sealer of Weights and Measures.
I
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REPORT OF HIGHWAY COMMISSIONERS
The Board of Selectmen, Tewksbury, Mass.
Gentlemen
:
We beg to submit our annual report for the year ending Dec.
31, .1921. The following work has been done by the Town Teams:
Gravel Hauled and Spread
Summer Street 74 Loads
Old Boston Road 135 “
East Street 134 “
Pike Street 247 “
North Street (North End) 422 “
Pleasant Street 147 “
North Street (South End) 146 ”
Shawsheen Street 336 “
Whipple Street 154 “
Trail Street 295 “
Dewey Street 43 11
Small Lots 144 “
Thirty-six days were spent scraping roads.
Two new culverts were put in on Pike Street and one culvert on
Trull Street.
The -bridge across Strongwater Brook was temporarily repaired,
but it is our opinion that a new cement bridge should be built at
once.
We recommend the following appropriations for the coming
year
:
To build a new bridge across Strongwater Brook on Shawsheen
Street, $500.00.
To repair East Street between the Centre and the State Infirm-
ary, $1,000.00.
For oiling roads, $1,500 00. - "
For running expenses of Highway Department, $5,000.00, in ad-
dition to the unexpended balance of this year’s appropriation.
Respectfully submitted,
HOMER L. DARBY,
GEORGE STEVENS,
JOHN T. GALE,
Highway Commissioners.
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REPORT OF PARK COMMISSIONERS
To the Board of Selectmen:
Gentlemen
:
The Park Commissioners submit the following: report for 1921:
Plot of land at Chandler’s Corner was graded and seeded and should
make a good showing next summer.
The Common at the Centre was kept mowed and raked during
the past summer, which helped to make the Centre of our Town more
beautiful. Flag pole and band stand are in need of painting, and
we ask for an appropriation of $300.00 to do this work, and care of
Commons in the Town.
P. W. CAMERON,
HARRIS M. BRIGGS,
E. N. PATTERSON,
Park Commissioners.
REPORT OF THE BOARD OF APPRAISERS
Jan. 1st, 1921
Jan. 1st, 1922.
$3,306.35
2,746.10
Net Loss $ 560.25
Moth
Jan. 1st, 1922
Jan. 1st, 1921
$1,846.50
1,520.90
Net Gain $ 325.60
GEORGE E. MARSHALL,
ALBION FELKER,
Board of Appraisers.
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COMMITTEE ON OBSERVANCE OF
MEMORIAL DAY
The Committee having charge of the Memorial Day exercises
have attended to their assigned duties and report as follows:
All requirements of the services as prescribed by the G. A. R.
officially were fully observed and carried out.
The Committee respectfully recommend an increase in the annual
appropriation and therefore recommend the sum of two hundred
and twenty-five dollars.
ALBERT C. BLAISDELL,
EDWARD M. BAILEY,
GEORGE E. MARSHALL,
WILLIAM T. LEWIS.
REPORT OF HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Gentlemen
:
As your agent, the following is my report for the year ending
. 31, 1921
:
Reportable Diseases
Diseases No. Cases No. Deaths
Scarlet Fever 2 0
Diphtheria . .
.
5 0
Measles 32 0
Mumps 6 0
Chicken Pox .
.
10 0
Tuberculosis . 5 1
Pneumonia . . 6 1
Typhoid Fever 1 0
This year has been one with many minor contagious diseases, but
with few fatal cases. The general sanitary condition of our Town
is above the average for Towns of our size.
Many complaints have come to the Board of Health during the
past year, which, upon investigation, have proved to be of a personal
nature, and not based upon the laws governing health. Such com-
plaints must be most unsatisfactorily handled, both to the complain-
ant and to the Board.
I am going to ask those who have complaints* of this nature in
the future, to be sure of their ground before making complaints to
the Board of Health.
The co-operation of the School Nurse has been particularly help-
ful to our Department during the past year.
Respectfully submitted,
HERBERT M. LARRABEE.
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TABLE OF ESTIMATES
Street Lighting (Unexpended Balance, $2,184.52) $ 4,000.00
Incidentals (Balance, $675.63) 3,500.00
Highways (Unexpended Balance, $4,000.00) 5,000.00
Schools 36,000.00
Library (Dog Tax, Unexpended Balance, $44.39) 750.00
Police (Unexpended Balance, $205.59) 1,000.00
Board of Health (Unexpended Balance, $816.75) 200.00
Stationery and Printing (Unexpended Balance, $322.67).. 500.00
Salaries 2.050.00
Park Commission (Unexpended Balance, $12.64) 350.00
Tree Warden (Unexpended Balance, $2.89) 2,000.00
Poor (Unexpended Balance, $1,524.20) 3,000.00
Fire Department (Unexpended Balance, $1,013.90) 2,100.00
Town Hall (Balance, $28.28) 4,000.00
Assessors (Balance, $15.25) 1,750.00
Vocational School 2,000.00
TOWN OF TEWKSBURY JURY LIST, 1921
ALBERT C. BLAISDELL Real Estate
HARRIS M. BRIGGS Moth Agent
HUGH CAMERON Farmer
CHARLES K. FRENCH Farmer
ARTHUR A. FOSTER Bookbinder
ARTHUR E. FOWLER Engineer
CLARENCE E. FOSTER Carpenter
AUSTIN FRENCH Farmer
JESSE J. FRENCH Farmer
ALBION L. FELKUR Farmer
BERNARD J. SMEDLEY GREENE Head Nurse
FRANK A. HAINES Farmer
PERCY HAINES Farmer
GEORGE K. JAMES ..Crossing Tender
ANTHONY G. KELLEY Chauffeur
THOMAS H. KITTREDGE Deeorator
BUZZELL KING Farmer
WILLIAM H. LIVINGSTON Farmer
GEORGE E. MARSHALL Farmer
DANIEL A. McKILLOP Farm Hand
PATRICK D. NASH Florist
EUGENE N PATTERSON Jarfitor
J. DAWSON PURDY Clerk
JOSEPH PICCARDI Retired
WILLIAM H. RICE Farmer
HENRY C. SCARLETT Farmer
WILLIAM SPEKE Printer
JOHN TRULL Farmer
HENRY SPAULDING Librarian
AUGUSTUS M. SHEDD Teamster
DAVID J. WILLIAMS Market Gardener
IRVING F. FRENCH,
JEREMIAH K. CHANDLER,
WILLIAM H. KELLEY,
Selectmen of Tewksbury.
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PUBLIC LIBRARY
The Trustees of the Public Library submit .the following report
for the year ending December 31, 1921:
The report of the auditor will give in detail the expenditure in
and for the Public Library.
The report of Librarian will give a very clear account of the
Library, its condition, the number of books in use, the number of
books added, either by purchase or by donations, also the circulation
during the year. Special attention is called to the large number of
books presented to Library during the past year. Mr. Fred H. Stevens
of New York, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Smith, Mrs. H. M. Larrabee
and Mr. George Stevens were the donors of many excellent books.
The Trustees extend the sincere thanks of the town for these
gifts. During the past year many visitors have officially inspected
the Tewksbury Public Library and do commend it highly.
The Trustees commend the younger patrons for their excellent
conduct during the year.
The following extract is taken from a report made by Miss
Grace E. Kingsland, Secretary of New Hampshire State Library
Commission:
In pleading for more donations of the same sort to small town
libraries Miss Kingsland says: “The public library is the one institu-
tion of a community which is open and has something to offer all the
people, all the time. It is for the well and for the sick, for the rich
and for the poor, for the old and the young, for those seeking practical
help in the business of life and for those seeking needed escape from
that business. It is the one institution by which the life of the entire
community is enriched. Other charities are for the few; this is for
the many, for all.”
The Trustees commend the Librarian and her assistants for their
earnest and courteous efforts during the past year. To the sub-libra-
rians in all the districts the thanks of the Trustees is hereby ten-
dered for their earnest efforts for their districts.
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We request the Town to grant us for the Public Library an ap-
propriation of $750, and the money arising from taxation of dogs.
Respectfully yours,
ALBERT C. BLAISDELL,
EDGAR SMITH,
GEORGE E. MARSHALL,
KATE FOLSOM,
EDITH A. NORRIS,
HARRIETTE G. LEE,
Trustees.
% Estimates for 1921
Salaries of Librarians and Assistants $300.00
Transportation of books 100.00
Repairing and Binding Books and incidentals 100.00
For new Books, Dog Tax Money and 250.00
$750.00
The Cost of all books, magazines and supplies is 50 to 100 per
cent, more than formerly paid.
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3ln Umoriam
FRANK A. FITZGERALD
Died in Billerica, Massachusetts
December 26, 1920
For fifteen years a member of the
Board of Trustees of Tewksbury Public
Library, one of the original members,
and one who always retained a deep and
abiding friendship for the Library.
LIBRARIAN'S REPORT
To the Board of Trustees of the Tewksbury Public Library:
The following report is respectfully submitted:
The circulation of books at the library and in the districts is
steadily increasing. The circulation of magazines has also increased,
the following are now subscribed for by the library. Bookman,
Century, Cosmopolitan, Good Housekeeping, Harper’s, Illustrated
World, Ladies’ Home Journal, Literary Digest, Little Folks, Munsey’s,
Pictorial Review, Review of Reviews, Scribner’s, St. Nicholas, Woman’s
Home Companion, World’s Work and National Geographic. A year’s
subscription to the Woman’s World and to the Country Gentleman
were given to the library. Many donations of books have been
received by the library during the past year, the total sum reaching
465 volumes.
We are grateful to the following donors: H. F. Stevens,
New York, Mr. and Mrs. Louis Smith, Mrs. Larrabee, Mr. George
Stevens and Mrs. Edward Bailey for these donations.
Circulation of Books at the Library
WEDNESDAYS
Fiction 2,905 Sociology 2
History 17 Religion 1*
Literature 12 Science ^ 12
Travel 13 Poetry 5
Arts 25 Philosophy 5
Biography 10 Totals 3,007
SATURDAYS
Fiction 10,962 Sociology 19
History 87 Religion 7
Literature 43 Science 41
Travel 47 Poetry 34
Arts 62 Philosophy 14
Biography 48 Total 11,364
Wednesdays and Saturdays, 14,371.
Total circulation (Library and Districts) 15,633.
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Circulation of Magazines
Bookman 10 Little Folks 11
Century 26 Munsey’s
- 12
Cosmopolitan 54 National Greographic 16
^Country Gentleman
. 16 Pictorial Review 27
Country Life 22 Review of Reviews 22
Current Opinion .... 4 Scribner’s 16
Delineator 38 St. Nicholas 33
Good Housekeeping
.
.
35 Woman’s Home Companion 52
Harper’s 35 World’s Work 38
Illustrated World . .
.
28 ^Woman’s World 7
Ladies’ Home Journal 54 Others 8
Literary Digest 36 Total 600
^Presented.
Circulation of Books in Districts
SOUTH
Fiction 147 Sociology 2
History 3 Religion ;
Literature 1 Science 1
Travel 1 Poetry
Arts 1 Philosophy
Biography 2 Total 158
NORTHWEST
Fiction 539 Sociology 2
History 8 Religion 1
Literature 2 Science 1
Travel 2 Poetry
Arts 1 Philosophy
Biography 7 Total 563
WAMESIT
Fiction 432 Sociology
‘History 1 Religion
Literature 1 Science
v
Travel Poetry
Arts Philosophy
Biography 4 Total 438
SHAWSHEEN SCHOOL
Fiction 99 Sociology
History Religion
Literature Science 1
Travel Poetry 1
Arts Philosophy
Biography 2 Total' 103
Total circulation in the districts, 1,262.
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BOOKS ADDED TO THE LIBRARY 1921
346
Abbott, Jane D.—High Acres A2-40
Abbott, Eleanor H.—Rainy Week A3-17
Abdullah, Achmed—The Mating of The Blades A3-51
Allan, Luke—Blue Pete, Half Breed jA22-80
Allison, William—The Turnstile of Night A24-20
Ashmun, Margaret—Marion Frear’s Summer jA33-3
Atherton, Gertrude—The Sisters-In-Law A36-12
Audox, Marguerite—Marie Claire’s Workshop A36-80
Ayres, Ruby M.—A Bachellor Husband A50
Ayres, Ruby M.—The Scar A50-1
Ayres, Ruby M.—The Marriage of Barry Wicklow A50-2
Bacheller, Irving—The Prodigal Village B2-20
Bailey, Arthur S.
—
(Tuck-Me-In-Tales)
Bailey, Arthur S.—The Tale of Buster Bumblebee jB2-58
Bailey, Arthur ,S.—The Tale of Daddy Long Legs jB2-59
Bailey, Arthur S.—The Tale of Solomon Owl jB2-60
Bailey, Arthur S.—The Tale of Old Mr. Crow jB2-61
Bailey, Arthur S.—The Tale of Rusty Wren jB2-62
Bailey, Arthur S.—The Tale of Jasper Jay jB2-63
Bailey, Arthur Scott—The Tale of Jolly Robin jB2-64
Bailey, Arthur Scott—The Tale of Bobby Bobolink jB2-65
Bailey, Arthur Scott—The Tale of Kiddie Katydid jB2-66
Bailey, Arthur Scott—The Tale of Freddie Firefly jB2-67
Bailey, Arthur Scott—The Tale of Betsy Butterfly jB2-68
Bailey, Arthur Scott—The Tale of Chirpy Cricket jB2-69
Bailey, Temple—The Gay Cockade B2-89
Baldwin, Faith—Mavis of Green Hill B9-10
Barcynska, Countess—Jackie B16-50
Barcynska, Countess—Rose O’ The Sea B16-51
Bartley, Nalbro—The Gray Angels B17-82
Bassett, Sara Ware—Flood Tide B21-24
Bates, Sylvia Chatfield—The Golden Answer B22-20
Beecham, John Charles—The Yellow Spider B33-21
Benoit, Pierre—Atlantida B38-7
Benson, E. F.—Dodo Wonders B38-28
Benet, Stephen V.—The Beginning of Wisdom B38-25
Bindloss, Harold—Kit Musgrave’s Luck B47-9
Bindloss, Harold—Wyndham’s Pal B47-26
Bindloss, Harold—Lister’s Great Adventure B47-27
Bindloss, Harold—The Wilderness Mine B47-29
Black, Alexander—The Seventh Angel B49-5
Blanding, Hector—The Door of the Double Dragons B54-15
Bojer, Johan—Life B55-52
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Bottome, Phyllis—The Chrystal Heart B61-3
Boyer, Wilbur S.—Johnnie Kelley B64-25
Bower, B. M.—Cow Country B65-23
Bower, B. M.—Casey Ryan B65-24
Brand, Max—The Night Horseman B68-12
Brand, Max—The Seventh Man : B68-13
Brooks, Amy—Dorothy Dainty’s Red Letter Days jB74-ll
Bradley, Mary H.—The Innocent Adventuress B73-21
Braley, Berton—The Sheriff of Silver Bow B76-30
Brown, Edna A.—Journey’s End B78-63
Buck, Charles N.—The Roof-Tree B87-28
Burnham, Clara L.—The Key Note B95-27
Burroughs, Edgar R.—Tarzan the Terrible B95-41
Burroughs, Edward R.—The Return of Tarzan B95-42
Burt, Katherine Newlin—Snow-Blind B96-28
Byrne, Donn—The Foolish Matrons B130
Caine, Ha l—Master of Man C4-8
Camp, Wadsworth—The Guarded Heights
.
..C4-30
Campbell, Evelyn—The Knight of Lonely Land C9-60
Canfield, Dorothy—The Brimming Cup Cll-27
Carswell, Catherine—Open the Door 014-50
Castle, Agnes and Edgerton—John Seneschal’s Margaret C17-9
Catrevas, Christina and Wick Jean—Pegs—Freshman C18-80
Chalmers, Stephen—The Greater Punishment C24-40
Chester, Randolph—Mr. and Mrs. George*
The Son of Wallingford C35-13
Child, Richard W.—The Vanishing Men C38-11
Child', Richard W.—The Velvet Black C38-12
Colver, Alice Ross—Babs at College C68-51
Comstock, Harriet T.—The Shield of Silence C69-42
Comstock, Sarah—The Daughter of Helen Kent C69-61
Connors, Ralph—To Him That Hath C70-11
Conrad, Joseph—The Arrow of Gold C72-3
Coolidge, Dane—The Man Killers C79-22
Copplestone, Bennet—Madame Gilbert’s Cannibal C81-41
Cory, David—The Jumble Book jC81-81
Crabb, Arthur—Ghosts C88-20
Cronin, Bernard—Timber Wolves C104-35
Cullum, Ridgewell—The Heart of Unaga C105-50
Curwood, James O.—The Flaming Forest C115-6
Davey, Norman—The Pilgrim of a Smile D14-30
Day, Holman—When Egypt Went Broke D16-26
Davis, Norah—The Other Woman D20-26
Dawson, Coningsby—The Kingdom Round the Corner D21-53
Deland, Margaret—An Old Chester Secret D24-14
Dell, Floyd—The Briary Bush D25-8
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Dell, Ethel M.—The Top of the World D25-25
Dell, Ethel M.—The Obstacle Race D25-27
Diver, Maud—Far to Seek D43-30
Dodgson, C. L. (Lewis Carroll pseud)
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland D50-1
Dorrance, Ethel and James—Get Your Man D52-71
Doub.eday, Page and Co.—In the Mountains D56-20
Douglas, Norman—South Wind D58-60
Dowd, Emma C.—When Polly Was Eighteen D59-4
Dunn, J. Allan—The Man Trap D69-10
Famol, Jeffrey—Black Bartlemy’s Treasure F9-7
Farnol, Jeffrey—Martin Conisby’s Vengeance F9-8
Fauley, Wilbur Finley
—
Queenie F10-41
Ferber, Edna—The Girls F16-28
Fletcher, J. S.—The Orange Yellow Diamond F31-6
Fletcher, J. S.—The Chester Marke Instinct F31-7
Fleming, Brandon—The Crooked House F31-20
Flower, Jessie G.—Grace Harlowe With the Red Cross in France F35-9
Forrester, Izola—The Dangerous Inheritance or
The Mystery of the Tittani Rubies F39-60
Ford, Sewell—Meet ’Em With Shorty McCabe F41-12
Fox, David—The Man Who Convicted Himself F47-40
Francis, John, Jr.—The Triumph of Virginia Dale F50-20
Freeman, Lewis R.—Hell’s Hatches F52-60
Frederick, John—Riders of the Silences F54-20
Galsworthy, John—In Chancery G2-54
Garland, Hamlin—A Daughter of the Middle Border G3-9
Gibbon, M. Morgan—The Alternative G13-10
Gibbs, Philip—Beauty and Nick G13-25
Gibbs, George—The Vagrant Duke G13-2
Gordon, Leslie Howard—The House of Night G22-50
Graeve, Oscar—The Brown Moth G28-60
Grey, Zane—The Mysterious Rider G36-21
Gregory, Jackson—Man to Man G38-6
Gregory, Jackson—Desert Valley GS8-31
Grigg, Marion P.—Cuddle Cat Kittens jG39-60
Grimshaw, Beatrice—My South Sea Sweet Heart G43
Gruelle, Johnny—Friendly Fairies jG46-46
Gruelle, Johnny—Raggedy Andy Stories jG46-47
Hall, Jarvis—Through Mocking Bird Gap H10-70
King, Basil—The Empty Sack H27-58
Harris, Corra—My Son H31-15
Hart, William S.—The Golden West Boys “Injun” and “Whitey” H35-30
Jackson, Gabrielle E.—Captain Lucy’s Flying Ace H42-1
Hawkes, Clarence—Trails to the Woods and Waters jH42-60
Rice, Alice H.
—
Quin H53-8
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Hichens, R—The Spirit of the Time H69-3
Hope, Anthony—Lucinda H89-15
Holbrook, Florence—Hiawatha Alphabet jH7S-10
Howells, William D.—The Vacation of the Kelewyns H94-31
Hulston, Ethel—Eve to the Rescue H96-34
Hutchinson, A. S.—If Winter Comes H101-21
Ibanez, V. Blasco—The Mayflower 11-3
Irwin, Inez Haynes—Out of The Air 18-40
Jackson, Leroy F.—Hinky Pinky jJ2-70
Jackson, Leroy F.—Billy Be Nimbie jJ2-71
Jackson, Leroy F.—Billy Bumpkins jJ2-72
Jackson, Gabrielle—Peggy Stewart, Navy Girl At Home . . . .jJ2-32
Jameson, Storm—The Happy Highways J6-20
Johnson, Clifton—Tom Thumb jJ23-65
Johnson, Clifton—The Pied Piper jJ23-66
Johnson, Clifton—St. George and the Dragon . . .jJ 23-67
Johnson, Clifton—The Sleeping Beauty jJ23-68
Johnson, Clifton—Bluebeard jJ23-69
Johnson, Owen—Wasted Generation J24-29
Johnston, William—The Mystery in The Ritsmore J25-40
Jordan, Kate—Trouble-The-House J26-21
Kelland, Clarence Budington—Youth Challenges K6-3
Kendall, Sergeant Ralph S.—The Luck of the Mounted K9-13
Kenyon, Camilla—Fortune at Bandy’s Flat Kll-16
Knibbs, Henry Herbert—Partners of Chance K28-71
Knipe, E. B. and Knipe, A. A.—The Luck of Denewood jK29-28
Kline, Burton—The Gallant Rogue K33-50
Kyne, Peter B.—The Pride of Palomar K38-4
Lamb, Harold—The House of the Falcon L4-10
Landon, Herman—The Gray Phantom L7
Lange, D.—The Threat of Sitting Bull L13-1
Lardner, Ring W.—The Big Town L14-26
Larned, Wm. T. (retold by)—Fairy Tales from France jL14-30
LeQueux, William—The Intriguers L26-51
LeQueux, William—Mademoiselle of Monte Carlo L26-52
Levison, Eric—The Eye Witness L27-30
Lincoln, Joseph C.—Galusha the Magnificent L35-48
Lincoln, Natalie Sumner—The Unseen Ear L35-53
Livingston, Florence B.—The Custard Cup L35-80
Lockhart, Caroline—The Dude Wrangler L36-61
Locke, William J.—The Mountebank L37-6
Lowndes, Mrs. Belloc—From Out the Vasty Deep L44-21
Lucas, E. V.—Rose and Rose L44-40
Lundsford, Hugh—The Law of Hemlock Mountain L47-5
Lutz, Grace L. H.—The Tryst L50-17
Lynde, Francis—The Fire Bringer L98-9
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By the Author of Elizabeth and Her German Garden—Vera . . . .M3-18
Mackai;, Denis—What Next M6-45
McC.elland, Marion—Kaleema M6-70
MacGrath, Harold—The Pagan Madonna M8-23
McCutcheon, George B.
—
Quill’s Window M18-32
McKowan, Evah—Graydon of the Windermere M18-56
Rand, McNally & Co., Pub. (The Bye-Lo Series)
Tommy Snooks and Other Mother Goose Rhymes jM22-45
Hot Cross Buns and Other Mother Goose Rhymes jM22-46
Jack and Jill and Other Mother Goose Rhymes jM22-47
Jumping Joan and Other Mother Goose Rhymes jM22-48
Handy Pandy and Other Mother Goose Rhymes jM22-49
Little Jenny Wren and Other Mother Goose Rhymes . . .
.
jM22-50
The Three Little Pigs and the Foolish Pig jM22-51
Mander, Jane—The Passionate Puritan M27-30
Marshall, Archibald—The Hall and the Grange M35-7
Marsha 1, Edison—The Strength of the Pines M35-12
Marshall, Edison—The Snowshoe Trail M35-13
Martin, George Madden—Children in the Mist M40-3
Martin, Mabel Wood—The Green God’s Pavilion M40-20
Maxwell, W. B.—For Better For Worse M47-61
Mason, A. E. W.—The Summon^ , M51-5
McKenna, Stephen—The Sixth Sense M54-24
Merrick, Leonard—A Chair on the Boulevard M57-41
Merwin, Samuel—In Red and Gold M59-18
Miller, Anne A.—Huldy’s Whistle jM68-40
Miller, Alice D.—Man-Slaughter M68-72
Minnigerode, Meade—Laughing House M69
Minnigerode, Meade—The Big Year M69-1
Montgomery, L. M.—Rilla of Ingleside jM75-10
Mulder, Arnold—The Sand Doctor M92-50
Mulford, Clarence E.—The Bar-20-Three M93-13
Mundy, Talbot—Guns of the Gods M93-63
Myers, Anna B.—Amanda M103-41
Norris, Kathleen—The Beloved Woman N15-28
North, Anison—The Forging of the Pikes N16-40
Norton, Brayton—El Diablo N17-40
Ogden, G. W.—The Flockmaster of Poison Creek 04-17
Oppenheim, E. Phillips—The Devil’s Paw 010-20
Oppenheim, E. Phillips—Jacob’s Ladder 010-21
Oppenheim, E. Phillips—The Profiteers 010-23
Oppenheim, E. Phillips—Nobody’s Man 010-26
Orczy, Baroness—The First Sir Percy 015-15
Oyen, Henry—Twisted Trails 022-2
Packard, Frank L.—Pawned Pl-5
Payne, Will—Overlook House P12-13
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1Patterson, Arthur W.—The Heaviest Pipe P14-50
Pedler, Margaret—The House of Dreams-Come-True P20-61
Pedler, Margaret—The Lamp of Fate P20-62
Pedler, Margaret—The Splendid Folly P20-63
Pendexter, Hugh—Gentlemen of the North P25-15
Pendexter, Hugh—Kings of Missouri P25-16
Perry, Stella G. S.—Palmetto P27-25
Phillpotts, Eden—The Grey Room P31-6
Phillpotts, Eden—Eudocia P31-7
Porter, Eleanor H.—Sister Sue P47-38
Porter, Gene-Stratton—Her Father’s Daughter P47-39
Post, Melville D.—The Sleuth of St. James’s Square P47-6Q
Raine, WiLiam M.—The Big Town Round Up R4-3
Raine, William M.—Gunsight Pass R4-4
Raine, William M.—Tangled Tra'ils R4-5
Raymond, Clifford—Four Corners R9-10
Rees, Arthur J.—The Hand in the Dark R17-31
Reeve, Arthur B.—The Film Mystery R18-1
Rinehart, Mary R.—More Tish R29-17
Roche, Arthur S.—The Day of Faith R40-16
Rohmer, Sax—The Green Eyes of Bast R43-27
Roof, Katharine M.—The Great Demonstration R45-21
Rowland, Henry C.—Mile High R51-27
Roy, Lillian E.—Girl Scouts in the Adirondacks jR52-37
Roy, Lillian E.—Girl Scouts in the Rocky Mountains jR52-38
Roy, Lillian E.—The Girl Scouts at Dandelion Camp jR52-39
Ruck, Berta—The Arrogant Rover R53-7
Sabatini, Rafael—Scaramouche Sl-20
Sanderson, Margaret L.—The Camp Fire Girls On Hurricane
Island jS7-70
Sawyer, Ruth—The Silver Sixpence S13-1
Scott, C. Kay—Blind Mice S25-40
Seltzer, Charles Alden—The Trail Horde S29-52
Seltzer, Charles Alden—Drag Harlan S29-53
Sherwood, Margaret—A World To Mend S43-50
Sidgwick, Mrs. Alfred—Law and Outlaw S50-72
Sinclair, May—Mr. Waddington of Wyck S60-29
Sinclair, Bertrand S.—North of Fifty Three *S60-34
Singmaster, Elsie—Ellen Levis S61-2
Smith, Sheila Kaye—Green Apple Harvest S74-30
Snaith, j. C.—The Council of Seven S75-16
Spearman, Frank H.—Laramie Holds The Range S82-7
Stacpoole, H. DeVere—Satan S86-80
Tarkington, Booth—Alice Adams T3-15
Taggart, Marion A.—A Pilgrim Maid T5-3
Taylor, Katharine H.—Natalie Page T6-25
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Terhune, Albert Payson—The Man in the Dark T15-30
Thomson, Charles G.—Terry—A Tale of the Hill People . : . .T25-20
Tompkins, Juliet W.—Joanna Builds a Nest T36-5
Towne, Charles H.—The Bad Man T37-20
Townsend, Ralph M.—A Journey to the Garden Gate T39-20
Train, Arthur—As it was in the Beginning T44-38
Tuttle, W. C.—Reddy Brant T54-50
Vachell, Horace A.—The Fourth Dimension Vl-40
Vacheil, Horace A.—Blinkers Vl-41
Van Buren, Evelyn—Zizi’s Career V2-70
Vandercook, Margaret—The Camp Fire Girls at Sunrise Hdl jV3-20
Vandercook, Margaret—The Camp Fire Girls Amid the Snows jV3-21
Vandercook, Margaret—The Camp Fire Girls In the Outside
World jV3-22
Vandercook, Margaret—The Camp Fire Girls Across the Sea jV3-23
Vandercook, Margaret—The Camp Fire Girls’ Careers jV3-24
Vance, Louis J.—Red Masquerade V4-33
Vance, Louis J.—Alias, The Lone Wolf V4-34
Van Vorst, Marie—Tradition V7-3
Walpole, Hugh—The Captives W4-34
Walsh, John H.—Glenwood of Shipbay W4-45
Watson, Robert—Stronger Than His Sea W19-31
Watson, Robert—The Spoilers of the Valley W19-32
Wells, Carolyn—The Mystery of the Sycamore W24-43
Wells, Carolyn—The Come Back W24-44
Wells, Carolyn—Ptomaine Street W24-45
Webster, Henry K.—Real Life W26-37
Weigall, Arthur—Burning Sands W26-53
Weir, F. Roney—Colinette of Red Moon W26-60
White, William f\—Paradise Bend W35-38
White, William P—The Heart of the Range W35-39
White, Grace M.—The Secret of the Storm Country W35-53
Wickham, Harvey—The Clue of the Primrose Petal W35-56
Widdemer, Margaret—The Year of De.ight W35-68
Wilson, Harry L.—The Wrong Twin W^^
Williams, Ben A.—Evered W40-82
Williamson, C. N. & A. M.—The Great Pearl Secret W41-40
Williamson, C. N. & A. M.—The Brightener W41-42
Williamson, C. N. & A. M.—Vision House W41-43
Willsie, Honore—The Enchanted Canyon W42-2
Winston, John C. Co., Pub.—Mother Goose Story Book ....jW47-30
Winston, John C. Co., Pub.—The Little Red Hen jW47-31
Winston, John C. Co., Pub.—The Gingerbread Boy jW47-32
Wodehouse, P. G.—The Little Warrior W52-12
Wodehouse, P. G.—The Indiscretions of Archie W52-13
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Wright, Harold B.—Helen of Old House W66-28
Wylie, I. A. R.—Children of the Storm W75-1
NON-FICTION
Philosophy
Ethics
Wilson, George G.—The First Year of the League of Nations 172-4W
Whitehead, Harold—Your Job 174-W
Religion
Babcock, Bernie—The Coming of the King 232-B4
Kelley, Ruth E.—The Book of Hallowe’en 394-K
SCIENCE
Astronomy
Martin, Martha E.—The Friendly Stars 523-MI
\
ANIMALS
Burgess, Thornton—The Burgess Animal Book For Children j590-B15
USEFUL ARTS
Windsor, H. H. (Copyrighted by)—The Boy Mechanic 680-W1
•
AMUSEMENTS
Blakeley, Ruth—Indoor Games and Amusements 790-B3
Roosevelt, Kermit—The Happy Hunting Grounds 799-R2
POETRY
American
Stevenson, R. L.—A Child’s Garden of Verse j811-S8
Walsh, Richard J.—Kiddie Kar Book j811-W7
LITERATURE
American Essays
Van Dyke, Henry—Camp Fires and Guide Posts 814-V2
American Humor
Cobb, Irvin S.—One Third Off 817-C22
Cobb, Irvin S.—A Plea For Old Cap Collier 817-C23
POETRY
English
Browning, Robert—The Pied Piper of Hamelin j821-B8
(70)
LITERATURE
Brazilian
Aranha, Graca—Canaan 860-A
TRAVEL AND DESCRIPTION
General
Murray Samuel—Seven Legs Across the Sea 910-M6
Europe
Paine, Albert B.—The Car That Went Abroad 914-P6
North America
Haworth, Paul L.—Trailmakers of the Northwest 917-19H
Rutzebeck, Hjalmar—Alaska Man’s Luck 917-98R
Wa'do, Fullerton L.—With Grenfell on the Labrador 919-8W3
BIOGRAPHY
Autobiography
Bok, Edward—The Americanization of 920-B6
Whiteley, Opal—The Story of Opal 920-W4
Biography
Roosevelt, Theodore—My Brother Theodore Roosevelt by
Corinne Roosevelt Robinson 923-R9
HISTORY
Current
Lansing, Robert—The Peace Negotiations 940-9L3
France
Burke, Kathleen—Little Heroes of France j944-B
American
Sabin, Edward L.—Boy’s Book of Border Battles j970-S
Mexico
Sabin, Edwin S.—Into Mexico With General Scott j972-S2
American
Prescott, Della R. (Ed. by Dana John Cotton)—A Day in
A Colonial Home 973-2P
REFERENCE
Standard Dictionary of Facts and The Standard Question Book and
Home Study Outlines.
*
— presented j — juvenile
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BOOKS PRESENTED BY MR. AND MRS. LOUIS SMITH, 48
Altemus, Henry Co. (Pub.)—Mother Nursery Rhymes
and Tales jA24-35
Appleton, Victor—Tom Swift and His Submarine Boat jA31-20
Appleton, Victor—Tom Swift and His Aerial Warship jA31-21
Appleton, Victor—Tom Swift and His Wireless Message . .
.
JA31-22
Appleton, Victor—Tom Swift and His Sky Racer jA31-23
Bird, Harry and Mendel, Rosalie G.—Billy Bunter and
Molly, The Mu.e jB47-37
Burgess, Thornton—The Adventures of Unc’ Billy Possum . .jB90-8
Burgess, Thornton—The Adventures of Jerry Muskrat jB90-9
Burgess, Thornton—The Adventures of Johnny Chuck jB90-10
Burgess, Thornton—The Adventures of Jimmy Skunk jB90-ll
Burgess, Thornton—The Adventures of Prickly Porker jB90-12
Burgess, Thornton—The Adventures of Old Man Coyote ....jB90-13
Burgess, Thornton—The Adventures of Reddy Fox jB90-14
Burgess, Thornton—Mother West Wind’s Animal Friends ...JB90-24
Burgess, Thornton—The Adventures of Sammy Jay jB90-25
Burgess, Thornton—The Adventures of Sammy Jay jB90-25
Burgess, Thornton—The Adventures of Mrs. Quack jB90-26
Burgess, Thornton—The Adventures of Paddy The Beaver. . .
.
jB90-27
Burgess, Thornton—The Adventures of Grandfather Frog . .jB90-28
Burgess, Thornton—The Adventures of Buster Bear jB90-29
Burgess, Thornton—The Adventures of Peter Cottontail . ...jB90-40
Burgess, Thornton—The Adventures of Chatterer, The Red
Squirrel jB90-41
Burgess, Thornton—The Adventures of Mr. Mocker jB90-42
Burgess, Thornton—The Adventures of Danny Meadow Mouse. jB90-43
Burgess, Thornton—The Adventures of Old Mr. Toad jB90-44
Donohoe, M. A. & Co. (Pub.)—Jack and Ji 1 jD52-8
Donohoe, M. A. & Co. (Pub.)—The Night Before Christmas.
.
JD52-9
Donohoe, M. A. & Co. (Pub.)—Fire Department Pictures jD52-10
Donohoe, M. A. & Co. (Pub.)—Two Little Playmates jD52-ll
Eaton, Seymour (Paul Piper)—The Traveling Bears at Play .
.
jE2-10
Eaton, Seymour (Paul Piper)—The Traveling Bears in the
East and West jE2-ll
For Frances M.—Doings of Little Bear jF47-25
Gabriel, Sons, Sam’l & Co.—The Green Tulip, A Fairy Tale
of Holland jGl-24
Gabriel, Sons, Sam’l & Co.—Farmyard Tales jGl-25
Gabriel, Sons, Sam’l & Co—Feather and Fur A, B, C jGl-26
Gabriel, Sons, Sam’l & Co.—Farmyard Friends jGl-27
Graham & Matlack—Little People’s A, B, C jG29-40
Graham & Matlack—The Three Bears jG29-41
Graham & Matlack—The Pussy Family and Other Stories. . .
.
jG29-42
Graham & Matlack—The Tale of Peter Rabbit jG29-43
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Graham & Matlack—Visit-To-The Menagerie jG29-44
Greenwood, May—Little Bernard jG35-30
Lothrop, Lee and Shepherd Co.—Mother Goose’s Nursery
Rhymes jL41-20
McLaughlin Bros.—Little Red Riding Hood jM54-30
McLaughlin Bros.—Jack and The Beanstalk jM54-31
Stuart, Elizabeth B.—Winkie Bunny Tail jS117-10
Victor, Ralph—Boy Scouts in the North Woods jV9-ll
Hurlbut, Rev. Jesse Lyman, D. D.—Beautiful Bible Stories
For Children j220-Hl
BOOKS PRESENTED BY MR. GEORGE STEVENS, 6
Alexander, Mrs (pseud Annie F. Hector)—The Cost of Her
Pride A21-7
Carey, Rosa N.—Only the Governess C13-10
Oppenheim, E. Phillips—The Tempting of Tavernack 010-22
Roche, Arthur Somers—Find the Woman R40-15
Wilson, Harry L.—Ruggles of Red Gap W37-1
Williamson, C. N. & A. M.—Set in Silver W41-27
BOOKS PRESENTED BY MRS. LARRABEE, 30
Bailey, Temple—Mistress Anne B2-86
MacHarg, Wm., Balmer, Edwin—The Indian Drum Bll-23
Burnett, Frances H.—The Secret Garden B93-22
Burt, Katharine Newlin—The Red Lady B96-27
Cooke, Marjorie B.—Cinderella Jane C76-16
Cullum, Ridgewell—The Triumph of John Kars C105-46
Curwood, James 0.—The Valley of Silent Men C115-5
Deland, Margaret—The Rising Tide D24-12
Dell, Ethel M.—The Lamp in the Desert D25-23
Dell, Ethel M.—The Tidal Wave D25-24
Dell, Ethel M.—The Top of the World D25-25
Futrelle, Jacques—My Ladies’ Garter F75-3
Gray, David—The Boomerang G34-13
Gregory, Jackson—Six Feet Four G38-30
Hale, Beatrice F. R.—The Nest Builder H4-23
King, Basil—The Inner Shrine H27-51
Kyne, Peter B.—Kindred of the Dust K38-3
Locke, Wm. J.—The House of Baltazar L37-4
Lutz, Grace L. H.—Dawn of the Morning L50-7
McCutcheon, George B.—Sherry M18-29
Montgomery, L. M.—The Story Girl M75-9
Oppenheim, E. Phillips—The Zeppelin’s Passenger 010-14
Parrish, Randall—The Devil’s Own P9-38
Rinehart, Mary R.—Bab, A Sub-Deb R29-12
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Robinson, Eliot H.—Smiles R38-31
Roche, Arthur S.—Ransom R40-12
Roe, V. E.—A Divine Egoist R43-22
Ruck, Berta—The Disturbing Charm R53-5
Wells, Carolyn—The Bride of a Moment W24-42
Wodehouse, P. G.—The Prince and Betty W52-11
BOOKS PRESENTED BY H. F. STEVENS (NEW YORK),
Fiction, 256
Abbott, Eleanor H.—Molly Make-Believe A3-10
Alcott, Louisa M.—Hospital Sketches jA16-10
Alcott, Louisa M.—Joe’s Boys jA16-12
Alcott, Louisa M.—Little Men jA16-13
Alcott, Louisa M.—F.ower Fables jA16-26
Allen, James L.—The Mettle of the Pasture A23-13
Altsheler, J. A.—In Circling Camps A24-24
Antsey, F.—Arabian Nights A29-1
Atherton, Gertrude—The Conqueror A36-7
Atkinson, Eleanor—Greyfriars Bobby A36-42
Audoux, Marguerite—Marie Claire A36-81
Bacheller, Irving—Dri and I B2-11
Bailey, Temple—The Tin Soldier B2-87
Baldwin, James—Thirty More Famous Stories Retold jB8-7
Baldwin, James—Fifty Famous Stories Retold (2c) jB8-8
Banks, Nancy Huston—Round Anvil Rock B15-21
Barbour, Ralph H.—An Orchard Princess B16-5
Barclay, Forence L.—The Rosary B16-12
Barclay, Florence L.—The Mistress of Shenstone (2c) B16-13
Barr, Robert—In the Midst of Alarms B19-6
Barrie, J. M.—When a Man’s Single B20-5
Baxendale, Esther M.—Yours With All My Heart B26-40
Beckwith, M. Helen—In Mythland Vol. No. 1 jB32-20
Bosher, Kate L.—Mary Cary '....B60-2
Bulwer, Lytton Edward—The Last Days of Pompeii B87-11
Burnett, Frances H.—Editha’s Burglar jB93-2
Burnett, Frances H.—In Connection With The De Willoughby
Claim B93-17
Burnett, Frances H.—The Secret Garden jB93-22
Burnett, Frances H.—A Lady of Quality B93-27
Burnett, Frances H.
—
Queen Silver Bell B93-28
Burnham, Clara L.—The Opened Shutters B95-18
Caesar,—Where’s Master j Cl-40
Caine, Hall—The Manxman C4-2
Caskoden, Edwin—When Knighthood Was in Flower C15-5
Cather, Willa S.—O Pioneers C18
Chambers, Robert—The Fighting Chance C25-11
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Cholmondeley, Mary—Red Pottage C39-2
Churchill, Winston—The Crossing C45-3
Churchill, Winston—Coniston C45-4
Churchill, Winston—Mr. Crewe’s Career C45-5
Churchill, Winston—A Modern Chronicle C45-6
Churchill, Winston—The Inside of the Cup C45-7
Churchill, Winston—A Far Country C45-8
Collins, McVickar—A Parish of Two C67
Connor, Ralph—The Foreigner C70-6
Crawford, F. Marion—Katharine Lauderdale (Vols. 1 & 2) ...C97-19
Curtis, George W.—Prue and I Clll-1
Day, Holman—King Spruce D16-27
Day, Holman—The Red Lane D16-28
De Coulevain, Pierre—The Unknown Isle D21-41
Dawson, Coningsby—Out to Win D21-54
Deland, Margaret—The Awakening of Helena Richie D24-8
Deland, Margaret—The Iron Woman D24-10
Dickens, Charles—Little Dorritt D42-8
Dickens, Charles—Old Curiosity Shop D42-15
Dixon, Thomas Jr.—The Leopard’s Spots D44
Dixon, Thomas Jr.—The One Woman D44-6
Donnell, Annie H.—Rebecca Mary D52
By the Author of An Egnlishwoman’s Love Letters—A Modern
Antaeus D56-21
Doug'ass, Amanda M.—A Little Girl in Old Baltimore jD57-14
Douglass, Amanda M.—A Little Girl in Old Chicago jD57-15
Douglass, Amanda M.—A Little Girl in Old Boston jD57-41
Dowd, Emma—Doodles jD59-2
Doyle, A. Conan—Micah Clarke D60-3
Doyle, A. Conan—The Refugees D60-4
Doyla, A. Conan—The Hound of the Baskervilles D60-17
Doyle, A. Conan—Adventures of Sherlock Holmes D60-24
Doyle, A. Conan—The Poison Belt D60-52
Du Maurier—Trilby D63-2
Duncan, Norman—Doctor Luke of the Labrador D67-25
Dunton, Theodore W.—Aylwin D69-20
Famol, Jeffrey—The Broad Highway F9
The Money Moon F9-1
Forsslund, Louise—Old Lady Number 31 F40-10
Ford, Paul L.—The Great K. & A Train Robbery F41-7
Foster, Isabel—Ray’s Reward F43-20
Fox, John Jr.—The Trail of the Lonesome Pine (2c) F47-6
Fox, John Jr.—Erskine Dale, Pioneer F47-9
France, Anatole—Crime of Sylvestre Bonnard F49
Thanet, Octave—The Lion’s Share F53-7
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Blodgett, Francis E. and Blodgett,, Andrew
The Blodgett Primer jF54-50
A First Reader jF54-51
Frou, de Henry & Hodder & Stoughton—My Very First
Little French Book jF62-10
Fuller, Anna—A Venetian June F64-1
Garland, Hamlin—The Long Trail G3-4
Gates, Eleanor—The Poor Little Rich Girl G6-61
Gibbs, George—In Search of Mademoiselle G13-3
Gilson, Roy R.—In The Morning Glow jG17-8
Gray, Phoebe—Little Sir Galahad jG34-18
Grimm, J. L. & W. K.—Stories From Grimm G42-2
Hale, Edward Everett—The Man Without A Country H4-10
Hall, Edith King—Adventures in Toyland H10-80
King, Basil—The Inner Shrine H27-51
King, Basil—The Wild Olive H27-59
Harris, Joel C.—On the Wing of Occasions H29-9
Harrison, Henry S.
—
Queed H34
Harrison, Henry S.—V. V’s Eyes H34-1
Harte, Bret—The Luck of Roaring Camp H35-10
Harte, Bret—Mrs. Skagg’s Husbands H35-11
Hawthorne, N.—The Marble Faun H45-2
Hawthorne, N.—Our Old Home (2c) H45-4
Hawthorne, N.—Tanglewood Tales H4-5-8
Henty, G. A.—Dragon and the Raven H60-14
Henty, G. A.—Redskins and Colonists H60-81
Herford, Oliver—The Rubaiyat of a Persian Kitten jH64-10
Herrick, Robert—Together H65-3
Hewlett, Maurice—Richard Yea and Nay H67
Hichens, Robert—The Garden of Allah H69
Hope, Anthony—A Man of Mark H89-3
Hope, Anthony—Rupert of Hentzan H89-4
Hough, Emerson—The Mississippi Bubble H93-10
Howells, William D.—The Rise of Silas Lapham H94-32
Irving, "Washington—The Sketch Book 18-4
Janvier, Thomas A.—In Great Waters J9-1
Jenks. Tudor—Romero and Julietta J12-1
Johnson, Owen—Stover at Yale J24-26
Johnston, Mary—To Have and To Hold J25-3
Johnston, Mary—The Long Roll J25-6
Johnston, Annie F.—Georgina of The Rainbows jJ25-26
Jones, L. H.—The Jones Second Reader J26-40
Kester Vaughn—The Prodigal Judge . .... K12-1
King, Capt. Charles—Captain Blake K18-17
Kipling, Rudyard—The Jungle Book K26-10
Kirby, William—The Golden Dog K27-20
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Kirkman, Marshall M.—The Romance of Gilbert Holmes K28-53-
Kovalesky, Sonja—Vera Verontzoff K34
Lagerlof, Selma—Further Adventures of Nils L2-21
Lang, Andrew—The Green Fairy Book jL9-10
Laughlin, Clara E.—Everybody’s Lonesome L15-2
Lee, Jennette—Uncle William L18-16
Lee, Jennette—Happy Island L18-17
Le Baron, Grace—Little Miss Faith jL26-l
Le Baron, Grace—Jessica’s Triumph jL26-5
Lewis, Alfred H.—Wolfville L28-10
Lippmann, Julie M.—Every-Day Girls L34-20
Lincoln, Joseph C.—Mr. Pratt L35-31
Lincoln, Joseph C.—The Rise of Roscoe Paine L35-39
Lincoln, Joseph C.—Kent Knowles “Quahaug” L35-42
Lincoln, Joseph C.—Shavings L35-46
Lloyd, John U.—Stringtown on the Pike L35-90
Locke, Wm. J.—The Red Planet L37-7
London, Jack—The Call of the Wild L37-11
London, Jack—The Seawolf (2c) L37-12
London, Jack—Before Adam L37-15
London, Jack—Burning Daylight L37-18
Long, Wm. J.—A Little Brother To The Bear L38-3
Long, John L.—War L39-1
Lowry, H. D.—Make Believe L44-26
Lyman, Olin L.—The Trail of the Grand Seigneier L47-10
Maartens, Maarten—God’s Fool Ml-40
Mabie, Hamilton W.—Legends Every Child Should Know . ...jM2-l
MacGrath, Harold—The Lure of the Mask M8-9
McCutcheon, George B.—Castle Craneyerow M18-5
McLean, Sally P.—Cape Cod Folks M19-1
Malot, Hector—Nobody’s Boy M26-10
Meade, Mrs. L. S.—A Very Naughty Girl M54-40
Merriman, Henry S.—Roden’s Corner M58-5
Merriman, Henry S.—With Edged Tools M58-12
Merwin, Samuel—The Honey Bee M59-19
Miller, Olive T.—Kristy’s Surprise Party jM68-20
Miller, Henry R.—His Power To Rise M68-31
Mitchell, S. Weir—The Rod City M71-6
Monroe—Monroe’s New Primer jM74-30
Norris, Frank—The Pit N15-15
Oppenheim, E. Phillips—The Great Impersonation 010-19
Oppenheim, E. Phillips—Enoch Strone 010-24
Oppenheim, E. Phillips—Mr. Grex of Monte Carlo 010-25
Page, Thomas N.—Red Rock P2-5
Page, Thomas N.—The Old Gentleman of the Black Stock P2-6
Page, Thomas N.—John Marvel, Assistant P2-10
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Parker, Gilbert—The Right of Way P8-4
Parker, Gilbert—The Weavers P8-12
Parker, Gilbert—The Judgment House P8-16
Peattie, Ella W.—The Precipice P17
Peterson, Maud H.—The Potter and The Clay P28-20
Plympton, A. G.—Dear Daughter Dorothy jP31-65
Plympton, A. G.—The School In The Woods (2c) jP31-66
Porter, Eleanor H.—Miss Billy P47-22
Porter, Gene Stratton—A Girl of the Limberlost P47-31
Porter, Gene Stratton—Laddie P47-33
Porter, Gene Stratton—Michael O’Halloran P47-35
Porter, Gene Stratton—A Daughter of The Land P47-36
Post, Emily—The Flight of A Moth P47-70
Potter, Beatrice—The Pie and the Patty-Pan jP48-10
Potter, Beatrice—The Tale of Peter Rabbit jP48-ll
Pyle, Howard—Men of Iron P59-10
Raymond, Evelyn—Little Miss Evangeline jR9-4
Reed, Myrtle—Lavender and Old Lace R17-1
Rhoades, Nina—Only Dollie jR21-18
Saunders, Marshall—Daisy Sll-4
Schultz, J. W.—My Life As An Indian S22-21
Scott, Sir Walter
—
Quentin Durwood S25-18
Scott, Sir Walter—Rob Roy S25-20
Seaverns, Fanny P.—The Nursery jS26-60
Seawell, Molly E. Franeezka S27
Singmaster, Elsie—When Sarah Went to School jS61-3
Sienkiewicz, Henry K.
—
Quo Vadis S72-7
Smith, F. Hopkinson—The Other Fellow S74
Smith, F. Hopkinson—Felix O’Day S74-12
Snedeker, Caroline D.—The Coward of Thermopylae S75-35
Sousa, John P.—The Fifth String S76
Sowerby, Millicent & Githa—The Bumbletoes S79
Spaulding and Bryce—Aldine Third Reader jS80-30
Sonnichsen, Albert—Deep Sea Vagabonds S83-10
Spyri, Johanna—Heidi S86-2
Stein, Avaleen—Gabriel And The Hour Book S90-90
Stevens, Sheppard—The Sword of Justice S91-3
Stephens, Robert N.—A Gentleman Player S94-2
Stevenson, Robert L.—Treasure Island .. S95-8
Swift, Jonathan—Gulliver’s Travels S126-4
Tarkington, Booth—The Gentleman From Indiana T3-1
Taggart, Marion A.—Betty Gaston The Seventh Girl jT5-4
Taylor, Bert L. & Gibson, W. C.—The Log of The Water
Wagon T6-15
Thackery, Wm. M.—Henry Esmond T17-5
Thackery, Wm. M.—The Virginians T17-10
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\
Thompson, Maurice—Alice of Old Vincennes T23
Thurston, Katherine C.—The Masquerader T24-20
Thurston, Clara Bell—The Jingle of a Jap jT24-30
Tolstoy, Leo—Resurrection T34-20
Von Hutten, Bettina—The Halo V14-1
Wallace, Lew—Ben Hur W4-1
Walloth, Wilhelm—Empress Octavia W4-25
Warner, Anne—The Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary W18-16
Warren, Carro F.—Little Betty Marigold And Her Friends jW18-25
Maclaren, Ian (John Watson)—Beside The Bonnie Brier Bush . .W23-2
Maclaren, Ian (John Watson)—Kate Carnegie W23-3
Wells, H. G.—Mr. Britling Sees It Through W24-24
Wells, Carolyn—Marjorie’s Busy Days jW24-46
Wentworth, Patricia—A Marriage Under The Terror W25
Webster, Jean—Daddy Long Legs W26-22
Webster, Jean—Dear Enemy W26-23
Wharton, Edith—The House of Mirth W32-2
White, Stewart E.—The Silent Places W35-17
White, Stewart E.—The Rules of the Game. W35-18
White, Stewart E.—The Forest W35-21
White, Stewart E. & Adams, Samuel H.—The Mystery W35-26
White, Stewart E.—The Blazed Trail W35-27
White, William A.—A Certain Rich Man W35-30
Wiggin, Kate D.—Bird’s Christmas Carol (2c) jW36-l
Wiggin, Kate D.—Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm jW36-13
Wiggin, Kate D.—Susanna and Sue W36-23
Wilson, Harry L.—The Spenders W37
Wilson, Harry L.—Ruggles of Red Gap W37-1
Wilkins, Mary E.—The Yates Pride W40-2
Wilkins, Mary E.—Jerome W40-8
Wister Owen—Lady Baltimore W52-5
Wood, Robert W.—How to Tell the Birds From the Flowers.jW53-10
Weyman, Stanley J.—Sophia W69-10
Yeats, W. B.—The Secret Rose Y4„-30
NON-FICTION, 124
Philosophy
Ethics
Dresser, H. W.—The Power of Silence 170-D6
Gesui.ig, John F.—Stevenson’s Attitude To Life 170-G1
Lubbock, Sir John—The Use of Life 170-L1
Quigley, Dorothy—Success is For You 170-Q
RELIGION
Bible
Frazer, J. G.—Passages From The Bible 220-F1
Stalker, Rev. James—Life of St. Paul 225-S
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Doctrinal
Jefferson, Thomas—The Life and Morals of Jesus of Nazareth . .232-J
Van Dyke, Henry—The Lost Boy 232-V
Devotional
Stevenson, Robert L,—Prayers 248-S
Sermons and Pastoral
Thoburn, Helen—.Christian Citizenship For Girls 254-T
Mythology
Firth, Emma M.—Stories of Old Greece 291-F1
Homer—The Story of Ulysses 291-H
SOCIOLOGY
Political Economy
By A New York Broker—The Art of Investing 332-6B
Greene, Thomas L.—Corporation Finance 336-G
Woman
Sherwood, Mrs. John—Manners and Social Usages 395-S
SCIENCE
Miller, Kempster B.—American Telephone Practice 537-M3
Hugo, Richard Meyer—Pub.ic Ownership and The Telephone in
Great Britain 537-M4
USEFUL ARTS
Medicine and Hygiene
Davison, Alvin (M. S. Ph. D.)—The Human Body and Health . .613-D
AGRICULTURE
Maur, Saint Kate V.—A Self Supporting Home 630-SI
Ashmont—Kennel Secrets 636-A2
CHILD WELFARE
Griffith, J. P. C.—The Care of the Baby 649-G
RAILROADS
Johnson and Huebner—Railroad Traffic and Rates, Vols. 1 & 2 656-J
FINE ARTS
Architecture
Hooper, Charles E.—The Country House 729-H
Ware, John F. W.—Home Life 729-
W
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AMUSEMENTS
Winter, William—Shadows of the Stage 792-W1
Shaw, Bernard—Captain Brassbound’s Conversion 793-S
LITERATURE
American Poetry
Burt, Mary E. (edited by)—Poems Every Child Should
Know (2c) j808-B4
Stevenson, Robert L.—A Child’s Garden of Verses j808-S
Brine, Mary—Grandma’s Attic Treasures 811-B1
Frost, Robert—North of Boston 811-F30
King, Harriet E. H.—Sermon in the Hospital 811-K3
Nesbit, Wilbur D.—A Friend or Two 811-N
Thaxter, Celia—Idyls and Pastorals 811-Til
Van Dyke, Henry—Music and Other Poems 811V
Wiggin, Kate D. & Smith, Nora A. (edited by)—The Posy
Ring 811-W8
American Essays
Andrews, Mary R. S.—The Perfect Tribute 814-A2
Emerson, Ralph W.—The Conduct of Life 814-E
Mabie, Hamilton—My Study Fire 814-M
American Humor
Twain, Mark (Samuel Clemens)—Christian Science 817-C18
Cobb, Irvin—Speaking of Operations 817-C24
Holley, Marietta (Josiah Allen’s Wife)—My Wayward Pardner 817-H3
English Poetry
Burke—Burke on Conciliation 821-B11
Browning, Robert—The Pied Piper of Hamelin and Other
Poems 821-B8
Greberl, W. H.—Bob Ballads and Savoy Songs 821-G1
Milton, John—Milton’s Ode on the Morning of Christ’s
Nativity 821-M7
Oxenham, John—Bees in Amber 821-0
Palgrave, Francis T.—The Golden Treasury 821-P
Spenser, Edmund—Spenser’s Faery Queen 821-S3
Scott, Sir Walter—The Lady of the Lake 821-S6
Van Dyke, Henry—Tennyson’s Idylls of the King 821-T6
Earl, John—The Deeds of Beowolf 821-03E
English Drama
Shakespeare, Wm.—Julius Caesar 822-SI
Shakespeare, Wm.—Seven Ages of Man from As You Like It 822-S3
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English Essays
Addison, J.—Sir Roger De Coverly Papers 824-A1
Boynton, Henry W.—Carlyle Essay on Burns 824-C9
Macaulay, T. R.—Lord Clive 824-Mil
English Miscellany
Goldsmith, Oliver—The Deserted Village 828-G1
Greek Literature
Church, Rev. A. G. (M. A.)—The Story of the Iliad 883-C
TRAVEL AND DESCRIPTION
General
Birmingham, G. A.—From Dublin To Chicago 910-B8
Rand, McNally—Dollar Atlas of The World ,.912-R1
England
Tozier, Josephine—Among English Inns 914-T3
Hubbard, Elbert—Little Journeys To The Homes of English
Authors 914-2H5
Morris, William—Little Journeys To The Homes of English
Authors 914-2M
Baedeker—London and its Environs 914-21B
Other European Countries
Baedeker—Belgium and Holland . '. 914-93B1
Baedeker—Switzerland 914-94B
Baedeker—Paris and its Environs 914-436B1
Davis, Richard H.—About Paris 914-436D
China
Weale, B. L. D.—Manchu and Muscovite 915-1W1
Africa
Patterson, Lt. Col. J. H.—The Man Eaters of Tsavo 916-8P
North America
Davis, Richard D.—The West From A Car Window 917-8D
Kolb Bros. Pub.—The Grand Canyon of Arizona 917-9K
Shackleton, Robert—The Book of Boston 917-44S1
Rossiter, Wm. S. (Edited by)—Days and Ways in Old Boston .917-44R
Melville, George W.—In the Lena Delta 919-8M
BIOGRAPHY
Mabie, Hamilton & Stephens, Kate (Edited by)—Heroines
Every Child Should Know 920-M5
Sohurz, Carl—Reminiscences of (Vols. 1, 2 & 3) 920-S18
Ellis, Edward S.—Life of Crockett 923-C21
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Waleszewski, K.—Life of Peter The Great 923-P11
Parker, David—A Chautauqua Boy in ’61 and Afterwards . . . .923-P12
R. Vallery, Radot—The Life of Pasteur 923-P13
Bigelow, John—The Autobiography of Beniamin Franklin. .928-F5
HISTORY
Ancient
Abbott, Jacob—Histories of Cyrus The Great & Alexander
The Great 930-
A
Botaford, George W.—A History of the Ancient World 930-B
Myers, Van Ness Philip—Ancient History 930-M
Greece
Timoyenis, T. T.—History of Greece 938-T
Europe
Robinson, James Harvey—History of Western Europe 940-R
Robinson, James Harvey & Beard, Charles A.—Outlines of
European History Vol. II 940-R1
Webster, Hutton—Early European History 940-W1
Current History
Butterfield, Wm. A. (Pub.)—“Mademoiselle Miss” 940-9B2
Beck, James M.—The Evidence in the Case as to The Moral
Responsibilty for the War 940-9B13
Curtin, Thomas—The Land of Deepening Shadows 940-9C2
Dawson, Coningsby—Carry On 940-9D7
Empey, Guy—Over The Top 940-9E2
Fernau, Hermann—Because I am a German 940-9F1
Gibbons, Hyde—And They Thought We Wouldn’t Fight 940-9G5
By A German—I Accuse 940-9G6
Gatlin, Dana—The Full Measure of Devotion 940-9G7
Hay, Ian—All In It 940-9H
Hay, Ian—Getting Together 940-9H1
Hay, Ian—The Oppressed English 940-9H8
Palmer, Frederick—My Year of the Great War 940-9P
By An English American Governess—What I Found Out In
The House of A German Prince 940-9S
Wister, Owen—The Pentecost of Calamity 940-9W3
English History
Hume—History of England Vols. 1, 2, 3, 4, & 5 942-H4
Pope, Jessie—How England Grew Up j942-P
German History
Bernhardi, F. von—Germany and The Next War 943-B2
Topham, Anne—Memories of the Kaiser’s Court 943-T2
Usher Roland—Pan-Germanism 943-08U
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North American and Indians
Parkman, Francis—The Conspiracy of Pontiac and Indian
Wars 970-P7
Pratt, Mara—America’s Story For Children 970-P10
Pratt, Mara—America’s Story For American Children (2c) . .970-P11
United States History
Southworth, Gertrude V.—Builders of Our Country
(Books 1 & 2) j973-S3
Hill, Frederick T.—On the Trail of Washington 973-3H
LIST OF DONATIONS
Farmers’ Bulletins. 60.
Our Dumb Animals. Year’s Subscription.
American Issue. Year’s Subscription.
Woman’s World. Year’s Subscription.
Country Gentleman. Year’s Subscription.
National American. Year’s Subscription.
Dearborn Independent. Year’s Subscription.
Proceedings of the United States National Museum. Vol. 58.
The International Jew.
Proceedings of Encampment Department of Mass. G. A. R. 1920.
Thirty Fourth Annual Report of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Officers and Enlisted Men of the United States Naval Service who
died during the World War. 1920.
Acts and Resolves of Mass. 1920.
Annual Report of the Board of Free Pubic Library Commission.
America’s Munitions. 1917 and 1918.
Proceedings of Encampment Dept, of Mass. U. S. W. V. 1920.
Annual Report of Secretary of War. 1920.
Journal of the Senate, Extra Session. 2c.
Thirteenth Annual Report of the Statistics of Municipal Finances.
American Pheasant Breeding and Shooting. 2c.
Proceeding of the State Conference on Immigrant Education in
Mass. Industries.
Jewish Activities In the U. S.
Public Refuses to Pay—Editorials from the Boston Herald on the
Railroad and Building Situation.
Smithsonian Institution. Bulletins 15.
The Stories of Ireland. Dunn & Lennon.
Manual for the General Court. 1920.
Miscellaneous. 75.
ABBIE M. BLAISDELL,
Librarian.
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WARRANT FOR ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
Middlesex ss :
To either of the Constables of the Town of
Tewksbury in said County
:
Greeting :
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
you are hereby directed to notify and warn the inhabi-
tants of t he Town of Tewksbury, qualified to vote in
Town affairs, to meet and assemble at Town Hall in said
Tewksbury, on Monday, the 6th day of February, 1922,
at nine o’clock a. m. to act on the following articles:
ART. 1. To choose a Moderator to preside at said
meeting.
ART. 2. To choose all necessary Town Officers, to
choose by ballot a Town Clerk, three Selectmen,
three Overseers of Poor, three members of the
Board of Health, a Town Treasurer, an Auditor, a
Collector of Taxes, a# Tree Warden and Constables,
all to serve one year. One Highway Commissioner,
to serve for three years and one School Committee,
two Trustees of the Public Library and one Park
Commissioner, to serve three years
;
one Assessor to
serve three years. The polls for the election of Town
Officers to be opened at 9 o’clock a. m., and close
at 4 o’clock p. m., and to vote on the following ques-
tion: “ Shall licenses be granted for the sale of cer-
tain non-intoxicating beverages in this town f ” Yes
;
No.
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ART. 3. To hear reports of Town Officers and Commit-
tees and act thereon.
ART. 4. To see what sums of money the Town will vote
to raise by taxation to defray necessary expenses
for the current year, and make appropriations for
the same.
ART. 5. To see if the Town will vote the money arising
from licensing dogs, for the ensuing year, to aid in
support of the Public Library.
ART. 6. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Treasurer, with the approval of the Selectmen, to
borrow money in anticipation of the revenue of the
current financial year.
The vote to be as follows:
Voted:—That the Town Treasurer with the ap-
proval of the Selectmen, be and hereby is authorized
to borrow money from time to time in anticipation of
the revenue of the financial year beginning January
1, 1922, and to issue a note or notes therefor, paya-
ble within one year, and debt or debts incurred un-
der this vote to be paid from the revenue of said
financial year.
ART. 7. To see what compensation the Town will vote
for the collection of taxes, and at what rate and from
what date interest shall be charged on taxes of 1922
unpaid after November 1. 1922, or to take any other
action relative thereto.
ART. 8. To see if the Town will vote to borrow, if
necessary, a sum not exceeding one twenty-fifth of
one per cent, of the current year’s valuation, such
sum of money to be used in the suppression of the
Gipsy and Brown Tail Moths, and not to be expend-
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ed before December 1st next, and to be raised in the
tax levy of the year 1923.
ART. 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $225.00 for the proper observ-
ance of Memorial Day, and appoint a committee to
expend the money. Said committee to be taken
from members of the G. A. R., Spanish War Veter-
ans, and American Legion.
ART. 10. To see if the Town will authorize the Select-
men to institute suits on behalf of the Town or de-
fend any suits that are, or may be brought against
the Town.
ART. 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
priate the sum of $150.00 or some other amount,
and elect a director for demonstration work in agri-
culture and home economics, the money to be ex-
pended by, and the director to serve in co-operation
with the County Trustees for Aid to Agriculture of
the Middlesex County Bureau of Agriculture and
Home Economics, under the provisions of Chapter
273, General Acts of 1918 ; it being understood that
$50 of this amount shall be used to provide local
paid supervision of boys’ and girls’ club work.
ART. 12. To see if the Town will vote to transfer the
sum of twelve hundred dollars from the electric light
appropriation of 1921 to instal fourteen electric
lights from the junction of Main and Chandler Streets
to the residence of L. E. Small on Pine Street, pro-
viding the abutters of said streets pay to the Lowell
Electric Light Corporation the same amount to help
construct the line, or take any other action relative
thereto.
ART 13. To see if the Town will transfer from the un-
expended balance of the 1921 Electric Light appro-
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priation a sufficient amount to extend the electric
lights from Almont to the junction of North and
Main Streets, thus completing the circuit from
Lowell via North Tewksbury to the Centre.
ART. 14. To see if the Town will vote to instal electric
lights on old Main Street from Lynch’s Corner to
Callahan’s Corner, and make appropriations for
same, or take any other action relative thereto.
ART. 15. To see if the Town will vote to instal electric
lights on Trull Road from Andover Street to Main
Street, and make appropriation for same or take any
other action relative thereto.
ART. 16. To see if the Town will vote to instal three
electric lights on French Street, and appropriate
money for same, or take any other action relative
thereto.
ART. 17 To see if the Town will vote to instal one elec-
tric light on Main Street near the residence of Frank
Smith.
ART. 18. To see if the Town will vote to instal electric
lights on Shawsheen Street, from Corner of Main
and Shawsheen Streets to Burtt’s Crossing, and
make an appropriatioii for same, or take any other
action relative thereto.
ART. 19. To see if the Town will vote to place four gas
lights on Chandler Street, from the present terminal
of the Main to the junction of Chandler and East
Streets, and appropriate money for same, or take
any other action relative thereto.
ART. 20. To see if the Town will vote to instal one
electric light on Summer Street, near the residence
of Mr. Garland, and make appropriation for same,
or take any other action relative thereto.
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ART. 21. To see if the Town will vote to place one elec-
tric light on Main Street on the Easterly side of the
railroad crossing at Wamesit, and make appropria-
tion for same, or take any other action relative
thereto.
ART. 22. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate
the sum of $150.00 to purchase a Lungmotor, or take
any other action relative thereto.
ART. 23. To see what sum of money the Town will ap-
propriate for pruning and repair of public shade
trees throughout the Town.
ART. 24. To see what action the Town will take rela-
tive to the purchase of a new Fire Truck or Chassis
and to see if the Town will vote to dispose of the old
truck or take any other action relative thereto.
ART. 25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $1500 for oil or other binder.
ART. 26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $1000 to repair East Street
from the Centre to the State Infirmary.
ART. 27. To see if the Town will vote to repair Rogers
Street from Main Street, to the residence of Mr.
Walsh, and appropriate money for same, or take any
other action relative thereto.
ART. 28. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate a
sum not exceeding $200.00, to provide band concerts
on the Centre Common during the summer months,
and choose or appoint a committee to expend the
money, or take any other action relative thereto.
ART. 29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $500.00 to rebuild the bridge
over Strong-water brook, or take any other action
relative thereto.
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ART. 30. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue
Old Andover Street, between the residences of Mr.
Kittredge and Mr. Hilton, or take any other action
relative thereto.
ART. 31. To see if the Town will vote to widen and re-
pair French Street, and remove dangerous corner
near old powder house.
ART. 32. To see what action the Town will take to re-
imburse the Town Treasurer for loss of taxes of
1920 on personal property of the Avery Chemical
Company.
ART. 33. To see what action the Town will take to re-
imburse the Town Treasurer the sum of $1372.82,
the amount of overpaid interest in 1921.
And you are directed to serve this warrant by post-
ing up attested copies thereof, one at each of the Public
Meeting Houses, one at the Town Hall, one at each of the
Post Offices, and leave one hundred copies for the use of
the citizens at the Post Offices in said Town, 10 days at
least, and over two Sundays, before the time of holding
said meeting.
Hereof fail not and make due returns of this War-
rant, with your doings thereon, to the Town Clerk at the
time and place of meeting as aforesaid:
(liven under our hands this seventeenth day of Janu-
ary, in the year of our Lord, one thousand nine hundred
and twenty-two.
TRYING F. FRENCH,
#
WILLIAM TI. KELLEY,
JEREMIAH K. CHANDLER,
Selectmen of Tewksbury.
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ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
School Committee
OF THE
Town of Tewksbury
TOGETHER WITH THE REPORT OF THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
FOR THE
Fiscal Year Ending December 31
I92I
FINANCIAL REPORT FOR YEAR 1921, SCHOOL
DEPARTMENT
Receipts
Balance Jan. 1st, 1921 $ 400.73
Appropriation 29,578.86
Special for Nurse 720.00
Reimbursements from State:
Tuition of State Children 53.25
Supervision 580 00
High School Tuition. 1,980.16
High School Transportation 934.28
Vocational School 216.25
Income Tax School purposes 2,157.12
U. S. Government, Interest on Bonds 38.25
D. Gott for tuition 16.50
Mrs. Larrabee, sale of material 130.12
Mrs. Larrabee, rent of hall 58.00
A. E. Foster, miscellaneous collections 2.90
$ 36,866 42
Expenditures
Teachers $ 13,274.92
Fuel and Janitors 4,279.56
Supervision 990.00
Transportation 4,998.75
Books and Supplies 1,813.91
Tuition 5,374.59
Mass. Retirement Fund 480.00
Medical Inspection 100.00
School Nurse 432.00
School Houses 2,704.53
Miscellaneous 563.42
$ 35,011.68
Balance Jan. 1st, 1922 $ 1,854.74
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The School Committee recommend the following: sums be raised
to cover expenses for year 1922:
Unpaid bills $ 2,296.66
Teachers 13,520.00
Supervisors 1,200.00
Supervision (Supt. of Schools) 990.00
Fuel 1,700.00
Janitors 2,672.00
Transportation 5.195.00
H. S. Tuition 4,850.00
School Houses 1,800.00
Books and Supplies 1,800.00
Insurance 202.50
Medical Inspection 100.00
Nurse 900.00
Miscellaneous 500.00
$ 37,726.16
Balance to credit unexpended $ 1,854.74
Recommended for Town to raise ^ $ 35,871.42
The following" sums are expected from the State, but do not
revert to the School Fund.
On Acct. of School Fund $2,350.00
On Acct. of Supervision 580.00
On Acct. of H. S. Transp.... 850.00
On Acct. of H. S. Tuition... 2,425.00
$6,205.00
The report of the School Work for the past year will be found
under the Superintendent’s report.
MAY L. LARRABEE,
ARTHUR A. FOSTER,
HECTOR JACKSON,
School Committee.
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SUPERINTENDENT’S REPORT
Lowell, Mass., Jan. 9, 1922.
To the School Committee of Tewksbury.
Mrs. Larrabee and Gentlemen:
—
I hereby submit my ninth annual report which is the thirty-first
in the series of Superintendents’ Reports. The past year has been a
successful one in most respects when you consider that the teacher
shortage still prevails to such an extent that it has been a most
difficult task to fill vacancies in the teaching force in a satisfactory
manner.
Teachers. The only change among the supervision this year has
been in case of Mr. Frank Hatch of Fitchburg Normal School who
resigned as teacher of Manual Training. Mr. Hatch had done ex-
cellent work. He is succeeded by Mr. George Robeson who taught
successfully in Tyngsboro last year.
Miss Marion McLellan, principal of the Foster School last year
resigned at the close of the school year.
Miss Mary C. Rogers, a teacher of wide experience and of
apparently good recommendations was secured for the position. Miss
Beatrice Symonds resigned from the sixth grade in order to teach
nearer her home. Miss Lucy Desmond who had recently taught in
Lowell succeeded Miss Symonds in grade six where she is doing
satisfactory work.
Miss Ethel M. Hadley, successful teacher of Shawsheen primary,
resigned at the close of the school year to be married. Miss Ruth
Tingley, a native of Tewksbury, a graduate of Lowell Normal, and
a teacher of several years successful experience, has been selected
for the position.
At the West School Miss Laura Byron, a recent graduate of
Lowell Normal School, began the term in September but left early
in the term to teach in Rhode Island near her home. Miss Lucia
Waite, an experienced teacher is now in charge of the school, doing
satisfactory work. The rest of the teaching staff remain as last year.
The teacher situation is still serious. The number of students
now in attendance at the training schools of the state is nearly nor-
mal. When those now students in the Normal Schools graduate the
shortage will begin to be relieved, but it will probably be several
years before the normal supply of teachers is available.
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Salaries. The salaries in Tewksbury were raised last January so
that they are now practically equivalent ^to those paid by the neigh-
boring towns. I look for no marked change in the salary schedule,
but do recommend that the schedule be placed on the $50 basis, that
is starting $850, $950 etc., instead of $800, $900 etc. This is because
the state re-imbursement begins with $750, $850, etc.
Health. At the annual meeting of 1921 an appropriation was made
to hire, together with the towns of North Reading and Tyngsboro,
a school nurse. Since this date a law was passed making such action
compulsory. Mrs. Margaret Michaud was secured, and is now spend-
ing three days per week in Tewksbury in accordance with agree-
ment. She is faithful and conscientious in her duties and her work
will prove beneficial to the pupils. Several cases of correction have
already occurred.
Standard scales for weighing the pupils have been placed in
each building. Containers and a supply of liquid soap have also been
placed in each of the school houses.
North. The number of pupils increased to such an extent last year
that an assistant was engaged for the North School. During the
summer vacation a partition was removed thus making the two small
class rooms into one large one. Desks and seats were placed in
this room and it is now used as a primary school for the first three
grades. Miss Lillian Allard, the former assistant, has been elected
teacher of this school.
The North School is now, therefore, on the same basis as the
Shawsheen, viz. each a two room building, used by the State as train-
ing schools.
Foster School. Six grades are taught at this school with five
teachers in charge, two teachers together have three grades, as per ex-
ample, Miss Flynn has grade five with one half the work of grade
four, and Miss Sullivan has grade three with half the work of grade
four. This arrangement makes the number of pupils in these two
rooms large. There should be eight rooms at the Center to ac-
commodate the eight grades. I suggest that you give this matter
your careful consideration. Perhaps a portable school near the
Foster building would prove a solution to the problem.
Physical Training. That physical training by a special instructor
will soon become compulsory in the schools of Massachusetts seems
evident. Physical exercises are now conducted in the rooms by
each teacher. It seems advisable to make plans for securing at
some t'me in the near future land for an addition to the playgrounds
of the Foster School.
Vacation. Many schools throughout the country are employing
what is called the “eight week” plan. This means that after the Christ-
mas vacation the schools will be in session eight weeks then a vacation
of one week, and so on till the close of the year in June. This division
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of the work is claimed to be beneficial to both pupils and teachers.
You will see by the school calendar that a decision has been made
to try this plan in Tewksbury this year.
REPORT OF CLUB WORK IN TEWKSBURY—Boys 1 and girls’
club work was started for the first time this year as a result of an
appropriation of $50 for that purpose by the annual town meeting.
Miss Marie McPherson of Lowell was employed as local leader.
There were two canning clubs with a membership of 15 and a mixed
club containing nine in the garden project, two in pig and one in
corn. Ten meetings were held with the clubs and two of them won
banners for making a 100% finish. All the members were visited
at their homes on an average of three times during the summer.
Arthur Trull won a two day trip to the State College because of
his excellent work in the garden club. Home Economics CiU'bs are
now being organized and the interest in all club projects is increas-
ing every week.
Manual Training. The boys of the sixth, seventh, and eighth
grades have classes in Manual Training of woodwork each week. The
sixth grade boys have had no previous instruction, while the eighth
graders have had lessons for two years. I am giving the following
facts about this course from the fuller report of Mr. Robeson. The
sixth grade boys are instructed in the use of tools, their care, and to a
slight extent their manufacture. They are taught to make joints,
laps, “mortise and tenon,” etc. This grade makes knife boxes, book
racks, screen frames, and simpler articles.
The seventh grade boys are taught simple wood finishing with
stains and shelacs.
The boys of the seventh and eighth grades make more difficult
articles such as book cases, tool boxes, music cabinets, etc.
Beside the individual projects of the pupils considerable light re-
pairs are made about the school, and several articles are made each
year for the use in the rooms.
Sewing. At the time that the boys of grades 6 to 8 are taking
manual training the girls of these grades have sewing with Miss
Coburn.
I quote directly from Miss Coburn’s report to me. “The seventh
and eighth grade girls have made underclothes, aprons of all kinds,
handkerchiefs, smocks, dress skirts, middy blouses, several dresses,
and dresses and rompers for younger children. The girls of the
sixth grade have made iron holders, work bags, handkerchiefs, small
aprons, dish towels, dust caps, and underclothes.”
I feel that this kind of training is of value to your pupils and
regret that there is no opportunity to give equally to the pupils of the
North.
Graduation. On Thursday evening, June 23, 1921, Mrs. H. M. Lar-
rabee, Chairman of the School Committee, presented diplomas to the
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following’:—Gertrude E. Allen, Chrysostomos Botos, Eleanor Carson,
Mary Corr, Wallace French, Walter Fulton, David Garside, Foster
Hallett, Donald Hicks, Elsie Hicks, Edna Keefe, Maybelle Holt, Helen
Kittredge, Elizabeth Lacy, Dorothy Lovell, Jousie Lovejoy, Agnes
Marion, Fannie Obrzut, Dorothy Patten, William Penney, Gladys Pitts,
Annie Pupkis, Alfred Sawitzky, Edward Smith. *
Conclusion. In conclusion I wish to call to your attention the
reports and tables which follow this report and form a part of it.
Again I wish to express my appreciation of the loyal co-opera-
tion of supervisors and teachers, and the cordial support of the School
Board.
Respectfully submitted,
CHARLES L. RANDALL,
‘ Superintendent.
REPORT OF SUPERVISOR OF DRAWING
Mr. Charles L. Randall, Supt. of Schools, Tewksbury, Mass.
Dear Sir:
At your request, I herewith submit my third annual report as
supervisor of drawing.
Everybody whether or not he realizes it, whether or not he
wishes it, is a designer. When he dresses himself, arranges a bou-
quet, sets a table, writes a letter—he is a designer. The home, the
place of business, reflects the taste of the owner.
Good taste is the application of the laws of color, form and
proportion. And these laws are being daily taught, in the drawing
lessons, to the children in our schools. The first lesson in design,
though it does not bear any such name, is given the first grade child,
when he is shown where, on the paper, to place his first drawing.
This design work continues through the grades. Each year the child
learns more about proper spacing, margin and arrangement. This
is the application of but one principle. Hand in hand with this are
the principles taught, when drawing from nature, of color, line and
harmony for nature always observes all the laws of good design.
To make this design work of the greatest educational, the great-
est practical value, is our aim and this is best obtained by interweav-
ing, as far as possible this work with the regular work of the school
—
the illustrating of their reading in the lower grades, the making of
signs and of placards in the middle grades and portfolios in the
upper classes. This year we are helping the nurse in her health
campaign by making posters in all the grades and the upper grades
will also make posters for the concerts which the schools are to give.
Respectfully submitted,
' EDITH C. MERCHANT,
Supervisor of Drawing.
REPORT OF SUPERVISOR OF MUSIC
January 7, 1922.
To the Superintendent and School Board of Tewksbury.
As supervisor of Music, I am glad to submit the following re-
port:
—
In taking up the teaching of music in Tewksbury I found the
Weaver system had been followed. In this system, the primary
grades are taught rote songs, the first steps in reading, and tone
and time work are started. In the intermediate and upper grades,
tone work is continued, reading and rhythm are given particular at-
tention. Two and three part singing is started in grade five and
continued through the upper grades.
An effort is made to develop appreciation of the best music, by
giving attention to classical songs, the history of music and the
development from the folk song to the music of to-day. Appreciation
is the outgrowth of knowing and doing.
I have attempted to organize orchestras, but have not met with
very encouraging results, but will not give up. If any one has a cor-
net, drum or any instrument tucked away in their attic, I beg of you
to bring it out and let some child have the use of it. We all need
music, in our lives. It is for the joy it gives that I urge this cause,
not to make professional musicians.
I am pleased with the interest which has been shown, to my
latest suggestion, of violin classes in the schools, and assure you,
we will show some good results.
I have received hearty co-operation from the Superintendent,
teachers, .parents and friends. For this I wish to thank you. -It is
interest that makes for success in any educational work.
Respectfully submitted,
ISABEL M. GREGORY,
Supervisor of Music.
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REPORT OF SCHOOL PHYSICIAN
AND NURSE
The past year has shown some very remarkable results in the
physical improvement of our school children through the co-operation
of the school nurse with me. Many cases, as reported below, have
been taken to the hospital for operation. A great many defects have
been noted and reported, which have been remedied. Talks upon
school hygiene have been given the children, and a healthy co-opera-
tion of parent, teacher and nurse has been established.
As school physician I have examined all of the school children
in the Town, and suggestions have been made for their betterment.
A school nurse in a small town in a very great aid to the school
system. It appears to me that it would be one of the best moves
that the Town of Tewksbury could make, to engage our nurse for
full time, in preference to the present arrangement. By so doing her
work would not be divided to anybody’s disadvantage, and her con-
stant attention would mean very much improved results.
The following is the report of the School Nurse from May 1st,
1921 to December 31st, 1921.
Number of visits to schools 103
Number of pupils examined 385
Number of pupils re-examined 700
Number of pupils weighed and measured 390
Notices to parents 26
Personal letters written 16
Clerical work, hours 37
Sanitary inspection of schools 55
Children excluded from schools 67
Elevated temperatures 3
Pediculosis . 48
Ringworm 3
Impetigo 4
Sore Throat 3
Nauseated 1
Tonsilitis 2
Acute Conjunctivitis 2
Headache 1
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Defects Found
Decayed teeth 98
Defective nasal breathing 1
Enlarged tonsils 70
Enlarged cervical glands 22
Undernourished 8
Impediment in speech 2
Discharging ear 1
Orthopedic defects 18
Treatments
Pupils advised 200
Mothers advised 39
Instruction in homes 11
Hygiene talks in schools 68
Simple dressings done 18
Pupils conducted to clinic 9
Pupils conducted to dentist 2
Tonsils and adenoids removed 14
Vision corrected (glasses) 2
MARGARET R. MICHAUD,
School Nurse.
Respectfully submitted,
HERBERT M. LARRABEE, M. D.
School Physician.
SCHOOL CALENDAR
Winter Term, 8 weeks : Jan. 3, 1922 to Feb. 24, 1922.
Spring Term, 8 weeks: Mar. 5, 1922 to April 28, 1922.
Spring continued 8 weeks: May 8, 1922 to June 30, 1922.
Fall Term, 16 weeks : Sept. 5, 1922 to Dec. 22, 1922.
NO SCHOOL SIGNAL
Given at 7.45 a. m. Whistle at State Hospital.
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